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ABSTRACT

Bulk material handling operations involving a falling stream of particles are very
common in industry throughout the world. In the process of bulk material transfer,
fugitive dust may be generated and the surrounding air is entrained into the particle

stream during free fall conditions. Understanding of how air entrainment by particles in
free fall can assist in the design of effective dust control systems.

However, at the commencement of this project, research in the field of air entrainment

in a free falling particle stream was limited due to the shortage of theoretical analysi
and experimental data reported in the literature. For this reason, the purpose of this
thesis was to undertake detailed experimental work and to formulate a theoretical model
to predict the volume of air entrainment by free falling particles as a function of
material properties and process parameters.

A series of experiments were performed to demonstrate the measurement methodology
for air entrainment by free falling particles. To obtain detailed information on the

characteristics of air entrainment and falling particle systems, a systematic experiment
investigation was undertaken into the dynamics of a stream of particles and the
associated entrained air flow. These experiments, were carried out to investigate the

effects of material properties and material process parameters, such as mass flow rate o

bulk material, particle size distribution, particle density, outlet size of the discharg
hopper and particle drop height.

ii

A significant finding in the experimental work w a s that the core of free falling particles

contracted immediately after exit from the outlet of a hopper, and thereafter maintained

an approximately constant radius for a considerable height. However, the dilation of the
bulk material was not homogeneous, and the core of the particle stream appeared to

break up into different sizes and shapes of individual clouds. Eventually, these particl
clouds tended to dissipate and the falling particles spread out with drop height.

A mathematical model to predict the quantity of air entrainment in free falling particle
was developed and numerical solutions obtained. Experiments were also conducted to
determine the velocity profile of the entrained air flow.

In the experimental investigation, the air entrainment constant was found to be varied

with different bulk materials. The comparison of the results of the present study on the
air entrainment in the particle plume and previous research indicated that the

entrainment capability of the particle plume is less than that of miscible plumes, bubbl
plumes and droplet-driven spray flows.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Powders and granulated solids are widely used in industries for bulk solids storage,
handling and transportation systems. These include agriculture, mining, chemical
engineering, power plants, cement and food processing industries, figure 1.1. The
handling of granular materials in bulk form is a major activity of many industries
throughout the world. Bulk materials handling operations involving a falling stream

material are very common in industry. The discharge of bulk materials from hoppers o

belt conveyers often requires material to drop onto other equipment or devices. Fine

particles of the bulk material break away from the main flow and contaminate ambient
air while the bulk material is being moved by equipment, (Junemann and Holzhauer,

Figure 1.1 Air pollution caused by dust emissions in falling material
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S o m e examples of dust generation in thefieldof bulk materials handling are given in
figure 1.2. Fugitive dust is generated at bulk materials handling junctions such as

transfer points of conveyors, stockpile loading points, feed bins, vibrating feeders
screens, e.g. Morrison (1971), Schofield (1981), Sandberg and Lindstrom (1987),
Soeters (1989), Goodwill (1992), Weiss (1992), and Heitbrink et al. (1992). Ninety

percent of diffuse dust emissions are produced during the storage and transport of b
material, (Junemann and Holzhauer, 1992). The issue of dust generation, which

contributes to air pollution from bulk materials handling operations, has been rece

increased attention for many years. Air pollution, caused by dust emissions, is bein

paid more attention by industry and legislative bodies as greater importance is plac

upon this issue at the environment and work protection in our society (AS 1716, 1991
and British Standard 1747, 1961). Environmental Authorities and Occupational Health
& Safety Authorities often put pressure on aspects of dust control in industry.

Dust emissions can cause a number of problems in industry, such as occupational

hygiene hazards, environmental pollution, increasing risk of fire and explosion, pro
loss or contamination and equipment maintenance problems, (ChemE, 1985).

Wypych (1996) stated that air pollution, which is caused by dust and fumes in indust
processes, has many significant effects, such as:
• human and animal health (e.g. from irritations, illness),
• vegetation (e.g. sulphur dioxide ore smelters, fluorine brickworks, glass
factories, chemical plants and aluminium smelters causing damage to plants
- ranging from leaf damage to total destruction),
• materials (e.g. corrosion and/or deterioration of building materials),

Chapterl
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aesthetics (e.g. less community toleration of industrial emissions, such as
dust, odours and/or smog).

\

•*-*

i

K m. J

Figure 1.2 Examples of dust generation processes involving free fall of a bulk
material in industry
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Fugitive dust also makes an important economic impact. The cost of handling

operations is significant and can represent a major component of the overall pro

costs. For example, it has been estimated that the annual cost to industry due to
mess and spillages from materials handling operations was US$300 million in 1987

the UK (Wilkinson, 1989). Therefore, a good dust control system is essential to m
both external and internal industry requirements.

Much work has been done in the study of the methods of dust control in industrial
processes. The most common methods that have been used to control dust are

ventilation and moistening, via the creation of mist or fine water or dust-bindi
(Tooker, 1985), (Junemann and Holzhauer, 1992), (Weiss, 1992), (ACGIH, 1992),

(Herrmann and Evensen, 1994). However, in many industrial processes, the method o

moistening products is not an option. Therefore, a well-designed ventilation syst
may offer a solution to capturing dust emitted from the working process, and

maintaining the operation environment at the required health and safety standard
ventilation system can also control odour and other undesirable environmental
condition, (Tooker, 1985, and Rappen, 1994).

Local exhaust systems are one type of ventilation control system. Local exhaust

systems have been widely used throughout most sectors of industry, such as the Ir

and Steel Industry, Chemical Industry, Non-ferrous Metals Industry, Mineral Produ

Industry, Petroleum Industry, Fertilizer Industry and Pulp and Paper Industry (S
1975, and ACGIH, 1992). Therefore, the determination of the required amount of

extraction air from exhaust points in the process of bulk solids handling is a s
field in dust control research.
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The common methods of bulk materials transport where the material undergoes a free

fall and subsequent impact either on a solid surface or on top of the bulk materia

the examples of conveyor transfers and silo filling are shown in figure 1.2. The f

and subsequent impact of the bulk material cause dust generation and air entrainmen

To determine the quantity of exhaust air, which is required to control fugitive du

emissions from an enclosed bulk materials handling transfer, consists of the quanti

air entrained drawn into the enclosure by the particle stream, plus the quantity o
required air to be displaced by the entering solid particles.

Air entrainment in the process of bulk materials free falling can be influenced by

material properties, such as particle size distribution, particle density and moist

also can be affected by process parameters, such as drop height and solids mass flo

rate, (Cooper and Arnold, 1995). The mixture of air-particle flow in the free falli
particles is named as the particle plume in this study.

Previous fundamental research into air entrainment during the process of bulk mate
free falling has been quite limited in the particle research field. Hemeon (1963),

was one of the first researchers in this area, developed a simple method to predict

quantity of air entrainment based on the mechanism of a single particle falling th
quiescent air under the influence of gravity. The stream of falling particles is
considered moving from rest to turbulent conditions. However, this approach has

several limitations when used to model a falling stream of bulk material, because t

behaviour of forces acting on a stream of particles is different from the behaviou
forces acting on a single particle.
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More recently, Tooker (1992) investigated the quantity of air entrainment from encl

bulk materials handling transfer operations, where the particle motion was consider

mainly, as fully turbulent flow. He based his theories on work previously published
Hemeon, and introduced new parameters to modify the model developed by Hemeon

(1963). However, his work neglected the effects of particle stream behaviour on the
entrainment.

The mechanisms of air entrainment in the process of free falling bulk material are

complex and difficult to find in the literature. To date, there has been limited sy

study of air entrainment in bulk material handling operations. Hence, it is imperat

investigate the characteristics of air entrainment in a stream of free falling part
to establish the necessary theoretical models to formulate the rationale of air

entrainment in the process of free falling bulk materials. The performance of these

mathematical models can be used to predict the volume of air entrainment in particl

free fall as a function of the properties of the bulk material and the material han

process parameters, such as particle size distribution, particle density, mass flow
bulk material, and particle drop height, etc.

1.1 Objectives and structure of the thesis

The main aim of this thesis is the formulation of a theory to predict the volume of

entrainment in a stream of bulk material free falling as a function of properties o

bulk material and the material handling process parameters. To achieve this overall
aim, the outline of this thesis is listed in the following.
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A brief review of published literature dealing with the research field of entrainmen
flow, is presented in Chapter 2. Due to the limited data sources in the research of

entrainment in particles under free fall, other relevant entrainment flow studies (bo
theoretical and empirical) are presented in the literature review. These include
Boussinesq miscible plumes, non-Boussinesq miscible plumes, strong bubble plumes,
and weak bubble plumes. A study of air entrainment in liquid sprays whose behaviour

is close to that of air entrainment in free falling particles is also highlighted. I

Chapter 2 provides a brief literature review of the free air jet research, which was
used to validate the experimental methodology of the volumetric air flow testing in
Chapter 5.

The study of the velocity profile of entrained air flow is shown in Chapter 6, based

the knowledge of the velocity profile of a moving fluid. Introducing the principle o

fluid dynamics applied to a free falling particles, allows the characteristics of the
particle stream to be investigated. Research into the dynamics of the free falling
particles is highlighted in Chapter 3. Based on Newton's Second Law and fluid

continuum theory, theoretical models to predict the particle velocity and the volume

air entrainment in free falling particles are established. These models are given as
function of material properties and material handling process parameters.

The experimental rig used to investigate the particle velocity and the volume of air

entrainment in free falling particles is introduced in Chapter 4. The experimental w
is aimed at validating the theoretical analysis developed in Chapter 3. The entire

experimental rig, which consists of a constant mass flow rate control system, the ai

extraction system, the test enclosure and the collection bin, is described in Chapte
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Experimental procedures and data validation are described in Chapter 5. The validatio
of experimental methodology is examined. Chapter 6 presents the experimental results

in terms of bulk material properties, the velocity profile of the entrained air in p

plume, particle velocity in free falling particles, and the quantity of air entrainme
stream of particles under particle free fall conditions.

Analysis and discussion of the experimental results, to examine the factors affecting

comparison between the theoretical and experimental results, are presented in Chapter

7. The velocity profile of entrained air, spreading angle of the particle plume, part

velocity within a particle plume, the stream coefficient and the entrainment constant
the particle plume and the air entrainment volume in falling particle plumes are
highlighted in the discussion.

The concluding remarks of this thesis and the important findings of this research are
shown in Chapter 8. Some suggestions for further investigations of entrainment by

falling particles are made and relevant avenues of required research are highlighted.

Based on the investigation described above, significant progress has been made toward

the goal of predicting the volume of air entrainment in the process of free falling b

materials as a function of material properties and process parameters. This predictio
may be used to aid the design of dust control ventilation systems.

Chapter 2
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Introduction

In the process of particles free falling, the surrounding air is induced into the part
stream as the bulk solid accelerates and expands, as indicated in figure 2.1. Some
particles, particularly smaller particles, mix with the entrained air to form a dusty

boundary layer around the falling "core" of bulk material. The radius of this boundary
layer grows with increasing drop height, Liu et al. (1999).

Air entrainment by free falling bulk materials can be influenced by material propertie

such as particle size distribution and particle density. It also can be affected by pr
parameters, such as drop height and solids mass flow rate. Some information on

extraction air volume may be found in the literature, such as Cooper and Arnold (1995)
Rose (1997), and Cooper et al. (1998). However, previous work to predict air

entrainment caused by material free falling as a function of particle size distributio
particle density, material drop height and mass flow rate has neglected the effect of
behaviour of the particle stream to the quantity of induced air.

The basic mechanisms of a stream of particles under free-fall involve the relative
motion between the particles and surrounding air. The moving particles are not only
affected by the gravitational force, but also influenced by the drag force generated
through interaction with the surrounding air. Meanwhile, due to the irregular size of
particles, collisions between particles may occur under free-fall conditions.
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1

stockpile

Figure 2.1 Schematic of dust generation from a free falling particle plume

Moisture could be another factor that affects interparticle forces, e.g. cohesion. In

addition, the air resistance to the motion of particles is not constant for the case o

particles falling, since the behaviour offerees acting on a stream of particles is dif
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from the behaviour of forces acting on a single particle flow. Unfortunately, prev
research into the systematic study of air entrainment caused by free falling bulk

to date is far from adequate. Some of the relevant issues involving the characteri
entrained fluid in a body of homogeneous ambient fluid can be found in the fields

plume theory and free air jet theory, Batchelor (1953), Morton et al. (1956), Roon

Linden (1996), McDougall (1978), Milgram (1983), Gebhart et al. (1987), Kakac et a

(1985), Ghosh et al. (1993), Ricou and Spalding (1961), Fischer et al. (1979), Lis
(1982), and Chen and Rodi (1975).

This chapter reviews the literature published to date, involving the current state

knowledge on the dynamics of particles, average particle velocity at the outlet of
discharging hopper, previous research on air entrainment, relevant research on

entrainment. As a large amount of literature has been published in the area of plu

research, this review is confined only to the characteristics of ambient fluid ind
the plume.

2.2 Relevant issues of free falling particles

Previous fundamental research looking at the motion of free falling particles is o

based on a single spherical particle falling in a large homogeneous ambient fluid.

drag force that acts on a single particle to force it to become detached from a pa

stream and become airborne, must be greater than the sum of the particle gravity f

and its cohesion force within the stream. To extend directly the mechanisms involv

in a particle stream from the analysis of a single particle, the required assumpti

the particles have sufficient freedom in their motion to facilitate the direct app
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single particle analysis (Crawford, 1976). Therefore, the study of the motion of the
particle stream can be carried out.

For a single particle falling in quiescent ambient air, there are two forces that act o
particle: the buoyancy force and the drag force. The buoyancy force is caused by the

density difference between the particle and the ambient fluid and acts in parallel with
gravity. The drag force is present whenever there is relative motion between the
particle and the surrounding air.

For the drop heights considered in this study, gravitational acceleration g is constant
Also, the drag force always increases with the particle relative velocity. The
acceleration of the particle decreases with time and equals zero when the particle

velocity reaches a terminal condition. This represents the maximum settling velocity of
the single particle.

To calculate the drag force acting on a single falling particle, the magnitude of the d
coefficient CD must be known. From the principles of fluid dynamics, the balance
between the gravity, buoyancy and drag forces acting on a spherical particle moving in

a terminal velocity v, in a quiescent infinite air can be presented as (Karamanev, 1996
(

4gdp pp-pa^'2
v

t =

(2.1)

3 CD

Pa

J

where d is the particle diameter, pa is the air density and pp is the particle solid
density.
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Much work has been done on the study of the drag coefficient CD that varies with the
dimensionless Reynolds number, Re, for the motion of a single particle dropping in
quiescent surrounding air. The relationship between CD and Re is complex and has

only been evaluated theoretically in the Stokes region (Dorman, 1974). Previous wor
has been carried out empirically over sixty years. The manner in which of CD varies

with Re from the laminar region, the intermediate region to the turbulent flow regi

has been given by Crawford (1976), Dorman (1974), Michell (1970), Daugherty (1977),

Haider and Levenspiel (1989) and Saari (1997). In order to use the drag coefficient

to predict the drag force on a single particle falling in quiescent air, the parti

far from other particles so that the air flow pattern around the particle is not d

Karamanev (1996) introduced a new simple, more precise and explicit method to

calculate the drag coefficient and the terminal velocity of free falling particles
infinite environment. This method used the Archimedes number Ar instead of the
Reynolds number Re to calculate the drag coefficient CD :

Re2=±A,
3CD

where Re is a Reynolds number (Re= f p P ), pf is the ambient fluid density, v
is the velocity of falling particle, pf is the surrounding fluid viscosity, and the
Archimedes number Ar is given as:

A=-TgP/(Pp-Pf)p. j
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The advantage of Karamenev's method based on 466 experimental data points is that it

generates a quick and precise calculation of the drag force and the terminal veloci
particle free falling in quiescent air. The result of his work was presented as:

517
C„=-Wl
+ 0.0470A*V- °A.
1+154X

(2.2)
/3

However, the behaviour of forces acting on a stream of particles differs from the

behaviour of forces acting on a single particle flow, as shown by Liu et al. (1999).

Their works were based on the fundamental principles of fluid dynamics, Munson et al
(1990), Potter and Wiggert (1991), Rahimipour and Wilkison (1992), Fan and Zhu
(1998), Tory (1996) and Gebhart et al. (1987). The drag force acting on a single
particle in the particle plume (the mixture of particles and entrained air) is not

that acting on a single particle in quiescent air. The drag forces acting on falling

particles are influenced by the voidage within the particle plume. The generation of

fugitive dust is related to entrainment in a stream of falling particles. A schemat
"clustered" particles within a falling particle stream is shown in figure 2.2.

possible distorted
air flow pattern

Figure 2.2 Schematic of "clustered" falling particles
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The investigation indicates that, the drag force acting on particle A , does not act equally

around the surface of the particle. The air flow pattern around particle A is disto

the moving clustered particles. The pattern of air flow around particle A on the lef

hand side can be developed gradually in the opposite direction of the particle's mot

resulting in a turbulent wake. This will cause the pressure to decrease gradually on

left-hand side of particle A. However, the pattern of air flow on the right-hand sid

particle A, may not be well developed due to the influence of particle B. The drag f

that is located on the left side of particle A is larger than that on the right side
particle A may possess a tendency of clockwise rotation, which is dependent on the

magnitude of the drag force. In the meantime, the drag forces on particle A are larg
than those of particle B (if the shape and weight of both are the same). This could
the velocity of particle A to be less than particle B. When the drag force achieves
certain value, which is dependent mainly on the particle drop velocity, particle A

pulled away from the core of the stream. Particle A will escape into the surrounding
and become a fugitive dust particle. The quiescent ambient will be induced into the

falling particle stream due to the action of the drag force. Therefore, dust emissio

coincides with surrounding air entrainment. Using the same analysis, particle C will
also have an opportunity to be pulled away from the core of the stream due to the
uneven drag forces. The escaped particles and the entrained ambient air form a
boundary layer around the core of the stream. This boundary layer will grow with

increasing drop height. This will cause a gradual decrease in the diameter of the co

the material stream and a more marked increase in the diameter of the boundary layer

that surrounds the core of the bulk material. Meanwhile, due to the motion of partic

free falling, the voidage of the stream of particles will increase with the extensio
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particle drop height. Therefore, more surrounding air will be induced into the core of
the stream, Liu et al. (1997).

Although the air drag force acting on a single particle moving in an infinite ambient
fluid has been thoroughly studied, the understanding of the air drag force acting on

particles of a stream is far from adequate. The research reported on this issue is qui

limited. Wen and Yu (1966) investigated the drag forces acting on particles in a state
stationary suspension and uniformly distributed within a fluidising bed. They found

that drag forces were affected by the fluidising bed voidage. They reported that the d

force acting on a particle in this kind of dense solid-gas mixture was large and relat
the void fraction of the mixture. The drag coefficient for a single particle within a
multiparticle system in an enclosed fluidised bed CD

^D_WY

=

m

was given as:

^DSWY ' \^"->)

where em is the fluidising bed voidage.

The above discussions involved the terminal velocity that can be used to describe the

final setting velocity of a single sphere particle in free falling motion in quiescent

ambient air. To consider the final setting velocity of particle "clusters" in free fal
concept of "hindered settling" should be introduced here.

Hindered settling occurs when particles are "crowded" and surrounding particles

interfere with the motion of individual particles, Michell, (1970), Zigrang and Sylves

(1981). In hindered settling, the velocity gradients around each particle are affected
the presence of nearby particles. Hence the normal drag correlations do not apply in
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this situation. The effect of the interference between the particles will lead to hi

or reducing the settling velocities of the particles. This reduction can be expresse

terms of the free space available between the particles in the particle falling stre
defined by the voidage fraction of the entrained fluid sf. Michell (1970) used the

empirical equation of Richardson and Zaki (1954) to estimate the setting velocity of

"crowded" particles in a liquid environment as a function of the terminal velocity v
an isolated particle and the liquid voidage fraction sf of the falling stream:
v

hs=vt£/, (2.4)

where vfa is the hindered setting velocity of the "crowded" particles and s is an
exponent. He used the experimental data to confirm the relationship for spherical
particles in water. The exponent s varied with Reynolds number as:
s = 4.6 for Re < 0.2
s = 2.4 for Re > 500.

However, he did not provide a formula for the Reynolds number range

(0.2 < Re < 500 ), but he did mention that the exponent was found to be some functio
of the Reynolds number Re in this range.

2.3 Average particle velocity at outlet of hopper

The purpose of the present study was to investigate the quantity of air entrainment

during the free fall of particles. The volumetric flow rate of the entrained air can

determined by two varied parameters in the process of particle free fall. They are t

velocity of entrained air and the radius of the boundary falling stream. The velocit
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the entrained air within the falling stream is related to the solids falling veloci

necessary to understand the particle velocity variations in the process of particle

fall. Therefore, the determination of the initial particle velocity, which can be d
as the average particle velocity at the outlet of the discharging hopper, must be
investigated.

The theory of the storage and flow of bulk solids has been developed over 100 years.
Much of this work has been involved in the prediction of the mass flow rate of bulk
materials from mass flow bins/hoppers. Most publications deal with theoretical and
experimental work concerning the flow patterns in bins and the mass flow rates that
depend on the properties of the bulk solid itself and the hopper geometry, Arnold
(1998).

A great number of empirical models and theoretical models have been developed to

predict the mass flow rate from hoppers in the field of bulk materials handling, suc
Beverloo et al. (1961), Brown (1961), Johansson (1965), Carleton (1972), Williams
(1977), Nedderman et al. (1983), McLean (1984), Gu et al. (1992), Gu and Arnold
(1993), Langston et al. (1995), Humby et al. (1998), and Gu (1991). The average mass

flow rate m , of a free flowing particulate material from a conical mass-flow hopper
was described by Beverloo et al. (1961) as
m
P

= CBEPb^[g(do ~kBdp)2'5> (2-5)

where the constant CBE is dependent on hopper geometry and the constant kB is related

to particle shape, d0 is the outlet diameter of the hopper, and pb is the loose pour

bulk density. Beverloo et al. reported that the value of CBE was given as 0.58 and t
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constant kB w a s suggested as 1.4 based on their investigations involving granular
material flow through many different shaped orifices.

Applying the principle of continuity to the mass flow formula, the average vertical

velocity at the hopper outlet v0 for a conical hopper may be presented as reference

v0 =

C

7K/0

(2.6)

BEyfg(do-kBdp)-

However, w h e n particles becomefiner,the motion is significantly different to that of a
coarse bulk material. This is because the flow rate of fine particles is affected
significantly by the interstitial air pressure resistance. Therefore, the formulae

from the studies on coarse solids often over predict the flowrates for fine materia

McLean (1984) modified Johansson's flow rate equation to introduce the air pressure

gradient term as a modification of the gravitational acceleration. The average mas
rate thp for a fine bulk material may be calculated by
0.5

1 rdP^
g + — dr
m
P

=~7tdlPb

PP

K nJ

4tan0 H

out

1-

ff_

(2.7)

ffa

indicates the interstitial air pressure at the outlet of the

where, the form of
dY

\ nJ

hopper, 9H is the half angle of the hopper, ff is the critical flow factor of the material,
and ffa represents the actual flow factor of the material.
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Thus, the average velocity offineparticles at the outlet of hopper for a conical hopper
may be written as:
0.5

r

dP^

dr g+-

\drhj

out

4tanflH

1- JL

(2.8)

ffa

G u et al. (1992), and G u and Arnold (1993) performed experimental work to provide a

more accurate estimation of the interstitial air pressure gradient at the outlet of

UP^
dr

\ h J

Am.

1

^oCout

^ Hb

1

(2.9)

Hmp )

where Coul is the local bulk solids permeability at outlet of hopper, and p

is the bulk

density at m a x i m u m negative air pressure position within the mass flow bin and hopper.

The calculation of the p

was reported by G u et al. as:
__

2r„
mp

PP r

(2.10)

r

V vt "*" vh J

where rvl is the radial distance from the vertex to transition of a hopper, and rvh is the

radial distance from the vertex to hopper outlet, and b^ represents the exponent us
relate bulk density to consolidation stress.

D u e to the fact that the aim of the present research was to investigate the characteristics

of air entrainment in the process of particles free falling from a hopper, the avera
particle velocity at the outlet of a hopper may be assumed as:
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(2J1)

pb

where pb is assumed to be close to a loose poured condition.

2.4 Previous research on air entrainment in free falling bulk materials

Research into air entrainment during the process of bulk material falling has been qui

limited. Hemeon in 1963, who was one of the first researchers in this area, develop

method to predict the quantity of induced air based on the theory relating to a sin

particle falling through quiescent air under the influence of gravity. The stream o
falling particles is considered moving from rest to turbulent flow conditions.

Hemeon pointed out that the work done on the air by a stream of falling particles i

sum of friction forces produced by a single particle in free-fall. The work done on

single particle falling through air for a certain distance by the drag force is giv
Work= \f_dz. (2.12)

The drag force fd tends to reduce the velocity of the particle or to maintain the part

at a constant terminal velocity. The power developed by a stream of particles is gi
by:

P=n±[fddz,

(2.13)

where, ms is the mass of a single particle, and z is the drop height of the falling
particles.
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Hemeon then stated that the power exerted by the particles on the surrounding air would
appear as air motion and heat. He assumed that the energy transformed into heat is
negligible, and all of the resulting air motion is totally linear. Thus, assuming all

potential energy is converted to lineal kinetic energy of the air, v2p = 2gz. For a particl
falling in turbulent motion from rest, the value of the force of air

as:
j-

!___£________ ^

(2.14)

where, the drag coefficient CD was assumed equal to 0.44 for turbulen
the projected area of particle velocity.

Substituting equation (2.14) into (2.13), yields:

P =

f A(C
P A
p

™ ° * A\v2pdz

.

(2.15)

m

K sJ

Substituting v\ = 2gz into the preceding equation gives
r_mpCDpaApgz

(216)

2m,s

Hemeon gave the equation for induced airflow power as

P = QS„

<217>

where Qa is the volume of entrained air, Pt is the total pressure of the air flow.

The velocity pressure of moving air Pv is given by:
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pv2
pv =

a a
~

'

where va is the entrained air velocity within the particle stream.

A s a result of the above assumptions, the total pressure of the air flow Pt is only that

required to accelerate the air from rest to some velocity va. Using Pv - Pt equation
(2.17) is rewritten as:

lA
Ps

where A is the cross-sectional area of stream of material.
ps

In order to derive an expression to calculate volumetric flow rate of entrained air
equations (2.16) and (2.18) are combined to give:

Simplifying equation (2.19) into a usable format, the following substitutions are made:
CD = 0.44, g = 9.81, ms = pp *-wd\ and AP =-nd2P, so that

(

Qa

rhpz2A2pS

6.4746-^ p-

(2.20)

d
K

pPP j

Tooker (1992) extended Hemeon's work to investigate fugitive dust generation from

enclosed bulk materials handling transfer operations where the particle motion was

considered mainly as fully turbulent flow. He based his theories on the work previ
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published by H e m e o n , and introduced n e w concepts to predict air entrainment in

materials handling operations. The situation studied by Tooker is illustrated in fig
2.3. Tooker stated that the total pressure in the power equation of Hemeon (1963),

equation (2.16), was the sum of the velocity pressure and the system resistance press
that is:

p =P+P.

Volume
Control
Damper ////.

Leokose Area Into Chute
With Orifaca Entry Lose
Coefficient, C e .
Allowing Induced Air
Flow, Qindi into Chute

Design Capacity( Ccp

Fraction of Follhs Mot'l
Sti-Hom Power Transferred
To Surrounding Air, EfT

Figure 2.3 Flow diagram for typical conveyor transfer studied by Tooker (1992)

The system resistance pressure, Ps accounts for entry losses as air flows into the
enclosure:
P =F P
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1-C2
where Fh =
^-, Ce is the coefficient of entry of leakage air, and Pfa is the velocity
pressure of induced air passing through leakage area into enclosure.

The velocity pressure Pla of the leakage air is given by:
PaVfa
Pla =

2

2

2

i-c-n
c.e J

where vla is the velocity of air passing through leakage area into enclosure.

Tooker substituted va = —
and vla = —
A.ps
A,

P = 0.601Q]

so that:

J_ i-c2^
A

2 +

y^ps

(2.21)

2 2

AC

A

la^e )

where Ala is the enclosure leakage air area.

Equation (2.16) can be simplified into a usable format:
(2.22)

P = 3.889
d

pPP

Tooker stated that equations (2.21) and (2.22) were solved simultaneously to determine
the induced air flow:
6.41mpz'
Qa

dPpHp
p

1
At

\-"-ps

,-i

V-AC,c'
2^2

"-la e J

1/3

(2.23)
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Tooker pointed out that the power developed by the falling stream of bulk material is

used to create air turbulence, and some of the particles were not separated enou

interact with the surrounding air. To relate the calculated air entrainment mor

to the practical value, Tooker introduced a new concept of entrainment efficienc
Effe and applied it to equation (2.22):
2

mnz
P = 3.m—P—Effe. (2.24)
d
pPP

He recommended that for streams which remain compact during fall, or slide on a

surface, Effe is taken as 0.2 to 0.30. For scattered streams, falling long dista
entrainment factor may be as high as 0.50 to 0.60. Therefore:

Qa =

Effe*

6.41mpz2 ' 1

dPPp K

-1 1/3

+-

1-C?>

(2.25)

AlC] j

However,figure2.3 indicates that in the particular case of Tooker's study, the falling

particle stream that involves the induced air impacts the conveyor at the final

stage. Hence, the air will be released from the particle impaction zone. This r
air will return to the chute space and be re-entrained into the continued flow

particle falling stream in the enclosure. Thus, the modeling of volumetric indu
that was developed by Tooker cannot be used to predict accurately the quantity

entrainment in the process of particle free fall. Instead, Tooker's model may n
relevant for the situation depicted in figure 2.3.

Plinke et al. (1995) developed an experimental technique to measure the dust ge

and quantity of induced air during the process of particle free fall. They meas
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generation as a function of falling material flow in terms of parameters, such as drop
height, mass flow rate, particle size and moisture content. For several years they

developed a practical method to predict dust generation rate. This method was based o

the hypothesis of the interaction between separation forces and binding forces that a

critical to the dust generation process, Plinke et al. (1994a, 1994b). They also prov

the experimental data of the quantity of entrained air in the process of particle fre
in figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4 Entrained air normalized to material mass flow versus drop height
experimental data from Plinke et al (1995)

Figure 2.4 illustrates the experimental data of the specific air entrainment versus

material drop height. It can been seen that the specific air entrainment increases w

drop height. The results of their experimental research stated that the dust generat

decreased with increasing interparticle binding forces, measured as cohesion, and du
generation increased with increasing particle separation forces, measured as the
impaction. A schematic of their experimental rig is shown in figure 2.5.
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Thefirstsection is a generation section. The stream of bulk material free falls from a
hopper at a given mass flow rate, and passes through an aperture sheet to the fixed

height stockpile. The surrounding air is also induced with the bulk material as it enter
the chamber. The second section is called a measurement section. It draws the dusty air
in the chamber through a wide slot into the measurement area by a fan. The amount of
dust and the total quantity of entrained air may be measured directly. They kept the
diameter of the aperture constant while the mass flow rate of the bulk material and
particle drop height were varied. This is a possible source of measurement error in the
measurement of the volumetric air entrainment.

exhaust fan-

ICZXZ-I

filter-

^____m

control
%- valve

hopper -

fan

i

stockpile

Generation Section

i

Measurement Section

Figure 2.5 Schematic of Plinke et al (1995) experiment
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Cooper and Arnold (1995) proposed an alternative approach to theoretically mode

entrainment in a falling stream of dusty bulk material. They stated that the cro

sectional area of the core of the falling material decreases with increasing dro

The boundary layer of contaminated air increases in cross sectional area with i

material drop height. The quantity of specific air entrainment actually decrease
increasing mass flow of material.

A simple analytical plume model was used to describe the complex air entrainment

process for powders under free falling conditions, and was shown to correlate th
experimental data on alumina:
Qa=CPlByiz5!\ (2.26)

where, CPl is a constant (usually of the order 0.1 for miscible, Boussinesq plume

found equal to 0.031 for alumina (Cooper et. al, 1998). The drop height is repre
by z . The buoyancy flux of the plume flow, B is constant, and can be described
B = VQg',

where, V0 is the volume flux at the source of the plume, and g' is the reduced gr
given as:
> r\ r plume

g =

~

g>

Po

where p, is the ambient density, pplume is the density of the plume, p0 is the ref
density of the plume (p0 = px (0)).
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However, the density difference between the particle stream and the ambient air is very
large. Cooper and Arnold (1995) assumed that the ratio of density — E^ tends to
Po

1 for a practical plume arising from a bulk solid falling through surrounding air
the buoyancy flux of the falling stream was rewritten as:
mn
Pt

The modified plume theory to correlate experimental data on alumina by Cooper and
Arnold (1995) was expressed as:
• v/3

f
'
PI

Q.=c

m

p ^

z5/3.

(2.27)

g —
^
Pb)

Rose (1997) presented a more practical based equation to estimate the air induced for
conveyor transfers stations conveying rock in quarry application:
Qa =0.116x0.4<9(m;-98z1-67/^)0'33, (2.28)
where Wb is the belt width.

Rules that must be applied in this calculation are:
• Open area does not exceed 0.4 m2 for a 1 metre wide belt.
• The maximum height of falling distance is 3.5 m.
• The maximum induced air velocity is 7.5 m/s
• The minimum average particle size is 3.5 mm.
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The above conditions are too rigorous to estimate the quantity of air entrainment i
common situations of particles free falling in bulk material handling operations.

However, this equation does indicate that the quantity of the induced air in the fa

stream varies with certain parameters, such as the mass flow rate of the bulk mater

thp, material drop height z, average particle diameter d and the width of the belt W

Stacey et al. (1995) studied the ventilation effects of tall vertical empty ore pas
They developed a mathematical and physical model which has been applied to the

behaviour of free falling ore in vertical long chutes to identify the parameters g

the build up of pressure at the bottom of ore passes. This theoretical model was ba

on the work done by a stream of ore, using the sum of the drag forces produced by a

single rock in free fall. There are two accepted premises in their research. Firstl

rock free falls individually through the long chute under the influence of gravity.

Secondly, there is no friction between the rocks and the wall of the long chute. Ba

on these assumptions, they derived a theoretical model to describe the variations o
drag force on the air within the vertical chute:
dfa JpaCDthpvs\vs\ ^
dz

(229)

4psdp(vs+vaY

where vs is the slip velocity between the particle and induced air, and fa is the dr

force acting on the air from the falling solids. This model can be integrated numer
for a range of values of air velocity within the solids stream in the chute.

They also developed a formula to estimate the velocity of the free falling rock in
vertical chute:
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(j _ e-lPaCDz/2Psdp \

(2.30)

Using the above models, they designed a ventilation system to reduce the bin over-

pressures and eliminate the belching of dusty air back up the long vertical chute.

2.5 Comparison of previous theoretical models

Some air entrainment models have been described above and the air entrainment
equations are repeated here for convenience:
2 ,2 V /3
mz Am
Qa =
p pp
d
6.47'p J
v
f

Hemeon:

Tooker:

Qa = Effe

(2.20)

6.41th z2 r i
X-

dPpp

\

ps

"|V3

\-c:
A

la^e

Plume theory: Qa = CPlBV3z5/3
Rose:

(2.25)

+ A2C2

Qa=0.U6x0AW™(m,0Mz™ldP}F-

J

(2.26)
(2.28)

Glutz (1995) carried an experimental study to investigate air entrainment by varying
several parameters under controlled conditions. He used the experimental data to
compare the relevant theoretical models proposed by Hemeon (1963), Tooker (1992)

and Cooper and Arnold (1995) as shown in figure 2.6. He found that the plume theo

which was developed by Cooper and Arnold gave the best fit to the air entrainment

He used Tooker's method to calculate the average particle size from a sieve analy
a sample of bulk material:
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m

2^w
where w is the percentage of particle mass in the size range, and dm is the arithmetic or
geometrical mean particle size of the screen size group.
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Figure 2.6 Air entrainment versus drop height (dp = 8.7x10"-s m )

In using Tooker's formula to predict the quantity of induced air in the particle falling
stream, the leakage area of enclosure Ala was assumed to be 0.0005 m . It was found
also that the influence of Ala on the volume flux of the entrained air Qa was not
significant. For example, when Ala was varied from 0.0005 m to 0.5 m , the quantity
of entrained air Qa increased only by 0.7% (with all other parameters constant). Figure
2.6 shows that the volume of the air entrainment per unit m a s s flow increases generally
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with material drop height.

To investigate the effect of alumina particle size on air entrainment predictio

Hemeon model and the Tooker model also have been employed to generate the curve

shown in figure 2.7. This graph indicates that the specific air entrainment gen

decreases with increasing particle diameter. For smaller particle sizes, the fo
Hemeon or Tooker predicts higher air entrainment values than the plume theory.

believed to be due to the fact that the Hemeon and Tooker equations are based o
particles falling individually through the air under the influence of gravity.

entering smaller and smaller values of particle size in the denominator of eith
will result in increasingly large values of air entrainment.
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Figure 2.7 Air entrainment versus particle diameter (z = 1.225 m , mp= 0.0123 kg/s,
d0= 0.01 m , p = 4228 kg/m"3) (Glutz's data)
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2.6 Relevant research on entrainment processes in miscible plumes

A great deal of work has been reported on "ordinary" miscible plume theory over t

past six decades. The first major study on a pure plume was presented by Schmidt i
1940. He found that turbulent hot air rising from a small point source tended to

confined within a conical region. Batchelor (1953) and Morton et al. (1956) carrie

the first theoretical studies of Boussinesq miscible plume on a point source in b
uniform and stratified environments. In addition, Rooney and Linden (1997)
investigated the characteristics of non-Boussinesq miscible plume. Moreover, many
published papers presented the research of bubble plume, such as Haberman and
Morton (1954), Cederwall and Ditmars (1970), Wilkinson (1979), McDougall (1978),
Milgram (1983), Leitch and Baines (1989), Schladow and Patterson (1991).

2.6.1 Boussinesq miscible plume

In the case of a Boussinesq plume, where the density difference between the mean
plume and the ambient fluid is small, Batchelor (1953) and Morton et al. (1956)
assumed that the entrainment velocity at the edge of the plume ve is proportional

characteristic vertical velocity vplwne(z,r) within the plume at that height. The c
of proportionality was named the entrainment coefficient a, and was defined as:

a=-^-. (2-31)
v,
plume
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A Gaussian distribution was found experimentally to describe the velocity and the

buoyancy profiles of plumes, and the buoyancy flux of the plume remained constant at
all flow heights in an uniform ambient. Batchelor (1953) and Morton et al. (1956)
described the local plume velocity vplume(z,r) as the form of Gaussian distribution:

7-*.

(2.32)

i'..,._,
_ t _.e"
plume' (-7,r) = mv__ plume

where v

,

is the centreline velocity of the plume, and b , me is the plume radius.

ffl PlUfflts

f

negatively bouyant
m a x i m u m height z m

point of neutral
byouancy

Figure 2.8 Buoyant plume in stably stratified surroundings

Batchelor (1953) and Morton et al. (1956) pointed out that, for an ordinary plume in a

stratified environment, a plume rise height is reached where the density deficit b
.zero
At this height the buoyancy force is negative and the plume behaves similarly to
with negative buoyancy. Figure 2.8 shows that the plume flow decelerates,

one
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reaching a m a x i m u m height z m and then turning downward and finally spreading
sideways.

The plume analysis may be completed using either Gaussian or "top hat" profiles.

the "top hat" profile, the velocity and buoyancy are constant across the plume, a

outside of the plume. Thus, vplume is a function of z only in this assumption. Th

valuable contribution of Batcherlar (1953) and Morton et al. (1956) to plume theo

development was to establish a group of famous conservation relations fundamenta

the plume research field. The conservation formulae for the pure plume volume flu

momentum flux, and density deficiency in the case of a uniform ambient environmen
were given as:

-T (nbllumeVplume ) = 2^ plume™ plume (2-3 3)

az
-J- V^llume^plume Pplume ) = ^plumegipO ~ Pplume ) (2-34)
dz

d_
dz

Vplume*plume ( P . ~ Pplume )] = ^plume™plume

(Pi ~ Po ) •

(2-35)

In an unstratified environment there were solved to give the plume radius bplume and
average plume velocity vplume as:

b^^az (2-36)

Vplume

^

(9 T
TTVplume

-1/3

(2.37)
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where kplume is a constant since the boundary conditions were assumed that the radius

and the flux of momentum in the plume were zero at the source, and density deficie
was released at a known and constant rate.

The reduced gravity g' was given as:
6k , ( o ^1/3
gt=

plume

5a

) 0 °**.-J
y

z_5/3

-

(2-38)

The buoyancy flux of the plume B remained constant at all heights and was described
as:
r> T _ 7 2 rl H plume
plume

plume

plume ci

Pi

The resulting equation to calculate the volumetric flow rate of the pure plume was:

y/3
6a
.5/3
Z*\
5 .10 J

Q,iume=-z-K-*B

(2.39)

The first experiments to determine the entrainment coefficient were reported by Rouse

et al. (1952). Lee and Emmos (1961) completed similar tests as Rouse et al. (1952)

1973, List and Imberger conducted an experiment to obtain the entrainment coeffic

Turner (1986) distributed a definitive review of the entrainment work. He summari

the three basic integral properties of the Boussinesq plume theory. These propert

can be integrated across the cross sectional area at any level of the plume are t
flux Ms, the momentum flux M and the buoyancy flux B :

J

-co

v2nrdr
o
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v 2ixrdr
o
/•ao

5=1 g'v2nrdr.

Turner (1986) also used "top hat" variables to describe these basic properties a

M=™2plume{z)b2plume(z)
B

= Xg'Vp,ume{Z)K'ume(Z)-

Sandberg (1989) pointed out that the coefficient of entrainment cannot be obtained from
theory and has to be obtained experimentally. He carried out experimental

investigations to determine the coefficient of entrainment for turbulent plumes. He used
two techniques to obtain the entrainment coefficient. One of the methods involved

varying the ventilation flow rate and recording the level of stratification to obtain th
plume flowrate with respect to flow distance. The other method involved using images
to record the angle of spread of the dye plume to obtain the width of the plume as a
function of plume flow distance. Sandberg reported that the coefficient of entrainment
in a two-dimensional turbulent plume was a = 0.1013 .

2.6.2 Non-Boussinesq miscible plume

Rooney and Linden (1996 and 1997) established the theory of non-Boussinesq plume
in an unstratified environment. They showed that the characteristics of plumes

non-Boussinesq case, where the initial density difference between the plume and
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ambient environment is large, were different to Boussinesq plumes. The relation of
entrainment coefficient with plume velocities was modified as:

ve=a

(PiHume v/2
r pb

Vplume-

(2-40)

\ Po

In the non-Boussinesq analysis, they used the continuity of mplume (mass flow of the
plume) instead of volume flux, in the plume analysis. They then introduced the
conservation of enthalpy flux in a thermally driven non-Boussinesq plume system.

Finally, the enthalpy flux and continuity equation were used to demonstrate that d
deficiency was conserved. The non-Boussinesq plume radius bplume and average plume
velocity vplume were derived as:

P plume

bplume=MRLz
V

(2.41)

Po J

g' = N*,F,*z-*t

(2-43)

where, F^ is a conserved quantity with the units of buoyancy flux, F^ = ^ . D^

is the density deficiency flux of the plume, (D^ =b2plumevplumep'),

Mj_, L^ and N^

are constants related to each other and to the entrainment constant a.

Rooney and Linden provided the relationship for the constants L^, M^ and Ng_:

-V-, 4

(2.44)

' RL _

L

2

3
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(2.45)

K

M

RL=-CL

(2.46)

The above relationship provides a formula N„

]

2/i

=n

V /3
-a
•a
10 j
fo

5

The ratio of the plume density to ambient density

plume

V

was derived as-

Po
Pplu

p0

~l-(NF^Ig)z^-

This resulted in the following expression for the calculation of the volumetric flow rate
of a non-Boussinesq turbulent plume:

Qplume

r plu
n

M

RL

V Po J

L

F

^RL1 RL

i/3 5/3

z

(2.47)

z

T o compare the differences in entrainment between Boussinesq plume (equation 2.39)

and non-Boussinesq plume (equation 2.47), it was found that the volumetric flow rate

both plumes varied with the plume rising height z , the entrainment coefficient a an
the buoyancy flux. An important comment in this comparison is that the volumetric
flow rate from both plume flow models varied with the rising height z raised to a
power of 5/3.
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2.7 Bubble plumes

Bubble plumes are another important class of entrainment flows. As bubbles rise, t

surrounding water enters the bubble stream to form a rising bubble plume. The most

important characteristic of the bubble plume that can be relevant to this study o

falling streams is that the density difference between the core of the plume and t

ambient fluid is much larger than for miscible plumes. Also, it is easier to obser

velocity profile of bubble plumes experimentally than the velocity profile of ent

air in the free falling particle plume. Therefore, it is important to review liter
involving bubble plume theory and data.

McDougall (1978) summarized the characteristic differences between the bubble plu

and the pure plume in three areas. Firstly, the volumetric gas flow rate will incr
with the bubble rising height above the source due to the decreasing hydrostatic

pressure acting on bubbles. Secondly, the velocity of the rising bubbles will be g

than the entrained ambient fluid. Finally, the bubbles will rise continuously pas

height in a stratified environment, even though the pure plume will stop and spre

horizontally at a certain height when the density difference between the pure plu
environment fluid reaches zero.

Theoretical and experimental studies of bubble plumes have become increasing popu

over the years. One of the first applications of bubble plumes was in the protecti

civil engineering work from wave action in New York Harbour in 1907. The release o

air continually from a source in a stratified environment produced a stream of bu
that entrained the ambient liquid and carried it upward to the free surface.
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The entire region of the bubble plume usually can be divided into several zones. The

region that is close to the source point is the zone of "flow establishment", where t
bubbles accelerate and the pattern of the plume structure changes rapidly. Above the
zone of flow establishment, there is a highly turbulent zone of "established flow".
the free surface, a zone of "surface influence" exists, where the entrained ambient
is expelled in a radial current.

Cederwall and Ditmars (1970) carried out theoretical and experimental work on the
analysis of air-bubble plumes. They studied air bubbles from a point source in a
homogeneous ambient fluid. They invoked the Boussinesq assumption and used the

pure plume equations to describe the flow field. Their theoretical model was based on
an entrainment hypothesis under which the velocity of ambient fluid that was induced
into the bubble plume was proportional to both the local centreline velocity and the
plume circumference 2nhplwne, with a constant of proportionality being the entrainment
coefficient a.

The relationship between centreline velocity of the plume, vm and the slip velocity,
between the water and the air bubbles was introduced as:

v„=M2k-|f. (2-48)
np

where, Vn and Wn are the normalized parameters proportional to the momentum flux
and the mass flux of the bubble plume, respectively, and X is the spreading ratio of
bubble plume.
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The radius of the air-bubble plume was derived as:
g9oH<

\/2

plume

i

J

MP*.

-____

(2.49)

np

where q0 is the rate of gas flow and H0 is the atmospheric pressure head.

For the condition Vnp >Wnp, Vnp and Wnp were written as:

'1

V..
np

(2.50)

VA
W _=* 9 Gc/i(l-z)%
np

5

(2.51)

v^>y

where GCD is an air-bubble source parameter defined as

G

/2

-7t

KJCD

(H0+HT)a(l + l2y72

ll

(g9offoY

(2.52)

A

where HT is the total depth above the air flow source.

The volumetric flow rate in an air-bubble plume was provided as:

Qplume

gvAK

np

2

(2.53)

(l + A K '

Their experimental observations on the velocity profile within the air bubble plume
demonstrated the close relation to a miscible plume of buoyancy only. However, the
expansion of the air bubbles was found to increase the flux of buoyancy of the bubble
plume withrisingheight above the source.
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McDougall (1978) described the behaviour of a buoyant bubble plume in a stratifie

environment. He found that the ambient fluid part of the bubble plume could leav

bubble plume and spread out horizontally at a certain height, while all the bubbl

which are concentrated in the centre of the plume continue to rise up. He propos

model of a double-plume on the basis of his experimental observations (figure 2.9

Figure 2.9 Diagram of the double-plume model. Level A is where the outer plume
has slowed to a very small velocity, level B is where the upward and downward

mass fluxes sum to zero and level C is where the double-plume model starts again
(vb is the bubble velocity and v, is the liquid velocity of the bubble plume).

His double-plume model was formulated by a circular inner plume in which all the

bubbles rise to the surface in a narrow region and an annular outer plume in whi
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is only ambient fluid entrained into the liquid plume surrounding the inner plume. A n

important observation was that the radius of the inner plume was typically one-thir

the radius of the outer plume. McDougall assumed that the entrained velocity from th

environment into the outer liquid plume of the double-plume model was proportional t

the velocity of this outer plume. In addition, the entrained fluid into the inner bu

plume from the outer liquid plume which contained only liquid will be proportional t
the velocity difference between the plumes. Moreover, McDougall hypothesized that

due to the turbulence of the fluid in the outer plume, the fluid would entrain liqui
the inner bubble plume, and this entrainment velocity will be proportional to the
velocity in the outer plume.

The average velocity of the double-plume vplume was given as:

vpiume=vbM%VB. (2.54)

The radius of the double-plume was presented as:
b, =2aH„BB, (2-55)
plume

a

D '

where vb is the bubble velocity of the air bubble plume. MB is a non-dimensional

parameter, it represents the volume flux of gas at the source and the total water d
non-dimensional solutions. VB represents the non-dimensional velocity of the bubble

plume defined. HB is a pressure head at the level of the bubble release. BB indicates
the non-dimensional radius of the bubble plume.
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H e used the conservation equations of mass, momentum and buoyancy to describe the

motion of the plume, and derived the density deficiency g' and the total bubble
volume flow rate Q , :

*>

V 1 M T

G

(2.56)

2/?2^V3l
Qplume=^Cc\H^
BMrVB,

(2.57)

where BR and GB are the non-dimensional parameters.

To solve for the non-dimensional variables MB,

VB and BB, McDougall used the

conservation of mass, momentum and buoyancy:

(B2BVB) = BBVB
dz

(2.58)

d

(2.59)

(BS.)=B,G'
Va
dz

{BBVBGB) =
dz

-CBBBVB+dz (l +

vR

(2.60)
y

z)(vB+MB i

where stratification and source strength parameters were defined as:

C,

N2B(I+X2)H

(2-61)

vlMf

2
9oP,(l + X )
Ma =
4na pxHBvb

(2.62)

where pa is the pressure at the surface of liquid, i.e. atmospheric pressure.

The local buoyancy frequency number of the bubble plume was written as:
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NB =

g

d

Pi I

dz

Po

(2.63)

McDougall used the initial boundary conditions of the bubble plume to express the nondimensional parameters BB and VB in the form of a power-series solution:
2/3

BB = z[o.6 + 0.01719MB1/3z1/3 -0.002527M;52/3z
VB =z-1/3[l.609-0.3195M/3z1/3

+ ..

2/3
+0.06693M^2/3Z

+ ...

(2.64)
(2.65)

As McDougall expected, this model successfully predicted that the height of the bubble

plume is less for increasing ambient fluid stratification. Based on a constant

M of 10, the effect of varying the stratification parameter CB is studied in th
research by using McDougall's predicted model in figure 2.10.

CQ

3

z/HB
Figure 2.10 Graph of velocity VB for the single-plume point-source model for a
source strength MB
to 240.

of 10 and for values of the stratification parameter CB from 0
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Wilkinson (1979) began research into the influence of the value of the Weber number
on the structure of bubble plumes. The Weber number represented the strength of

released air bubble at the source. It expressed the ratio of the bubble plume surfac

tension to its buoyancy force, and the level of the bubble flow rate from the nozzle

found that, at a low Weber number, with lower rates of air flow, the structure of th

bubble plumes remained a self-preserving form which had similar characteristics to a
simple buoyant plume. However, with the Weber number rising to a high value, the
self-preserving nature of bubble plumes was broken and the buoyant plume theory was

not able to predict the behaviour of the bubble plume. This was due to the fact that
air-bubbles rose quickly at a high Weber number, the buoyancy of the bubble plume

was concentrated in a core of the plume stream, and the buoyant force imparted to th
surrounding environment was reduced. Therefore, the turbulent shear force of the

ambient fluid was dominant rather than the buoyancy at the outer of core of the bubb
plume. The behaviour of the bubble plume outer regions is similar to shear layers.

Milgram (1983) studied bubble plumes at a larger experimental scale and with higher
gas flow rates than other researchers. He carried out an integral plume analysis to

provide a group of equations to describe the mean flow properties of any round bubbl

plume, which was solved numerically. The focus of his study was on the relationships

between the local plume properties, the entrainment coefficient and the momentum flu
carried by the turbulence. He showed the experimental data matched a Gaussian

distribution that could be used to describe profiles of velocity and density defici

He introduced a serial of group equations to describe the gas volume flux qg, the l
volume flux QL, the air bubble plume momentum flux Mb and buoyancy flux Bb per
unit height in terms of local properties of bubble plume as:
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(2.66)

qg=2x^(v,+vs)fgrdr

(2.67)
Mb = 2^£[v?p w (l-/,) + (v, +vs)2Pgfg\dr
Bb^2xg[(Pw

+ Pg)fgrdr,

(2.68)

(2-69)

where v, is the local liquid velocity, v, is the constant slip velocity, fg
mean gas fraction, y is the momentum amplification factor, pw is the water

and pg is the gas density. Milgram also established the conservation of liq

and the conservation of gas equation in the air bubble plume, and then deri
formulas for bubble plume theory:

2

™ m

b

plume

1-

=-^V m _ plume plume

qTH0 _ ^A bplumeSpb
HB-z
pw~Pg

X2S plume

(I+A K+PJ.
(2.71)

m plume

V

1+

i2

*

(2.70)

2

-

X2S plume ^ ^32 sPgSplume 2vm _ plume + v„
+
1 + X2
1 + 2A2 y
Pw~Pi
V

gX

-- plume"'plume

j I ° plume m _ plume

v

2

(2.72)

where Splume is the density deficiency at the plume centreline, and X is the ratio of gas-

containing radius to bubble plume radius. Milgram also used a numerical so
illustrate the relationship between the centreline velocity and the plume

Leitch and Baines (1989) carried out experimental research into liquid volumefluxin a

weak bubble plume. Their interest was in the determination of the volume f
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as a function of plume height and air bubble flowrate for smaller supply gas flowrates
between 4.1 xlO"7 to 6.25xlO"6 m3/s. In this case, the behaviour of a bubble plume
was similar to the miscible buoyant plume.

The focus of the Leitch and Baines (1989) study was on the region of established flo

An important outcome of their experiments was that the bubbles moved with a constant

absolute velocity in the established region. The bubbles moving with a constant slip

velocity relative to a liquid imposed a drag force on the bubble equal to its buoyan

Therefore, the liquid velocity of the bubble plume was also constant. They stated th

the bubble plume was more complex in the region of flow establishment, and that it w

difficult to model completely. All constants in their empirical models were determi

from their experimental data. The formula that was used to describe the liquid volum
flux of a bubble plume at a smaller gas flowrate was:

QL=5.0qP(z-z0). (2.73)

The constant liquid maximum centreline velocity was given as:
vz=11.3rf37. (2.74)

The bubble plume width bplume was presented as:
^=0.15±0.05z^2, (2.75)

where, qQ is the rate of released bubble flow and z0 is the height of virtual origin
width of the bubble plume increased with increasing plume height, therefore, the
quantity of induced ambient fluid also increased with plume height.
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Schladow and Patterson (1991) extended McDougall's work in the study of two
dimensionless parameters CB and MB that could be used to model the behaviour of a

bubble plume in a stratified ambient environment. They found that, for all values of C

and MB described by equations 2.61 and 2.62, the velocity of the bubble plume initial
experienced a large reduction close to the gas source, followed by a more gradual
decline with rising height. This coincided with increases in the width of the bubble
plume and the entrainment from the surrounding water. They stated that depending on
the values of parameters CB and MB the bubble plumes either continued to rise to the

surface of the water column, or eject water at one or more internal detrainment points

The numerical solution was used to predict the value of the centreline velocity of th

bubble plume with dimensionless height. In their analysis, for a given value of MB, th
mixing effectiveness increased with decreasing CB. This was because the parameter
CB influenced the strength of the ambient stratification. A decreasing value of CB
could increase the bubble plume centreline velocity.

2.8 Air entrainment in liquid sprays

In the process of liquid droplet free fall, the surrounding air is entrained into the

stream to form a droplet-air stream flow. This characteristics of a droplet-air strea

flow are similar to the free falling particle stream in quiescent ambient air. Theref
is necessary to know about the behaviour of air entrainment in liquid sprays.

Ghosh et al. (1990-1993) developed a theoretical model to predict the velocity of

entrained air and the radius of the entrained air flow in the droplet-driven spray. T
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focus of their research was on the physics of entrainment of the ambient air while the
droplets spread downstream from a spray-driven jet. They showed the details of their

theoretical approach model to predict the radial variation of the entrained air velocit

profile. This theoretical model yielded interrelated equations for entrained air veloci
and the radius of air flow in the motion of falling droplets. In the spray deposition
process, the droplets had an initial velocity at the source nozzle in ambient air. The
surrounding air was entrained into the stream of the droplet flow to form an overall
entrained air flow field. The entrained air velocity profile in the droplet stream was

result of the interaction of individual velocity profiles of individual droplets in fre

The spray was divided into three different zones of increasing distance from the source
nozzle to analyse the relationship between the width of entrained air stream and the
cross-section average velocity of induced air as a function of downstream distance,
figure 2.11.

Zone 1 was defined as the drop region close to the outlet of the nozzle. The

assumptions involved here were that the droplet velocity was constant, and the velocity
of the entrained air was much less than the droplet velocity. When the droplet flow

entered Zone 2, the magnitude of the droplet velocity was assumed to be the same as the
entrained air velocity. The momentum flow of the droplets was smaller compared with
the momentum flux of the entrained air within the spray droplets plume (the mixture of
droplets and entrained air). Finally, the spray droplet flow entered Zone 3 where the
droplet velocity reached its terminal fall velocity.
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Figure 2.11 Different falling zones of spray droplet flow (ra is the radius of
entrained air flow and rL is the radius of droplet stream).

The behaviour of this air entrainment in the liquid sprays is quite similar t

free falling from a discharging hopper in quiescent air. Therefore, the physic
that was developed by Ghosh et al. is described in detail in Chapter 3.

2.9 Free air jets

Another important area in the research of entrainment fields is the free air jet. Since the
purpose of this study is to develop a model to describe the air entrainment during free
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fall of particles, it is necessary to have an accepted methodology to measure the

entrained air in the free falling particle plume. The mechanics of the air-jet have
studied for over seventy years, but have been paid more attention in recent times

providing improved understanding of the process where the surrounding ambient fluid

is entrained into the jet flow, (Schindel, 1963), (Fischer et al, 1979), (List, 1982),
(Turner, 1986), (Abramovich, 1963), (Hunt, 1999), (Morton, 1962), (Schindel, 1963),

(Saari, 1997). The most common configuration studied is an axisymmetric turbulent je
with uniform density in a homogeneous, quiescent environment.

The measurement techniques to measure the velocity profile and the quantity of jet

have been developed for some time. Hence, it is required to describe free air jet th
and measurement techniques here to provide some insight into the measurement of
entrainment flows.

Ricou and Spalding (1961) performed experimental work to measure the entrainment
process in an axisymmetrical turbulent jet. The measurement technique used to

measure the axial mass flow rate in the air jet involved the use of a porous-walled

cylindrical chamber as shown schematically in figure 2.12. In the process of the fr

jet moving along the axial direction, the entrained air flowed through the porous w

a radially inward direction into the jet flow. This flow rate through the porous wa

varied until no axial pressure gradients could be detected. In other words, the quan

of the air through the porous wall was equal to the volumetric flow rate of the ind
air since the axial excess pressure gradient disappeared within the chamber.
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aperture
porous wall

edge of the
air jet stream

supply air through
the porous wall for
the entrained air
within the chamber
supply air for the
air injected from
the source orifice

Figure 2.12 Schematic of Ricou and Spalding's experiment

In figure 2.12, the axis of the jet was coincident with the axis of the cylindrical porous
wall. The base of the cylinder was completely closed, apart from the nozzle from which

the jet originated. The upper end of the resulting chamber was partially closed, referr
to as the aperture. This was used to check the effect of increasing the axial pressure
gradients which prevailed when the supplied volumetric air flow through the porous
wall was not equal to the quantity of entrained air. Ricou and Spalding measured the

axial pressure differences across the outlet aperture since the pressure variations wit
the chamber were small. This difference could be recognized as that between the
pressure within the chamber and ambient pressure. They carefully determined the

optimum size of the aperture at the upper end of the chamber. Since too small a size of

aperture would lead to an easily detected pressure difference when the air flow through
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the porous wall into the entrainment chamber was not properly matched to the free-jet
requirements. However, if the aperture size was too small, the masked aperture might
interfere with the axial flow in the jet itself.

The experimental results of the excess pressure in the chamber may vary with the mass

of entrained air and aperture size while the mass of supply air is constant in figur

The ordinate shows the pressure in the entrainment chamber, and the abscissa indicate

the ratio of the mass of air flowing mx through the porous wall to the supply mass fl

rate of the air jet m0. The experimental data in figure 2.13 confirms that the smalle
aperture angle 0ap has a stronger influence on the ratio of mass flow air when the

supply mass of air m0 injected through the nozzle is constant. All the testing curves

have a similar rising tendency which shows that the excess pressure increased with th

mass of air flowing through the porous wall since m0 is constant. The latter influenc

slight if the aperture angle 6 is around 30°. The result of their experiments indicat
that the ratio of the mass of air flowing through the porous wall mx to the injected

supply air flow m0 through the nozzle corresponding to the free air jet conditions fo

the situation in question could be taken as approximately 7.0 when the initial veloc

the air jet was 34.1 m/s. This result suggested that the excess pressure should be eq

to zero to achieve free air jet conditions, when the quantity of the air flow rate th
the porous wall equals the volumetric flow rate of the air entrainment within the

chamber. A negative excess pressure indicates that the quantity of air flow rate thro

the porous wall is smaller than the volume of entrained air into the main air jet flo
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Figure 2.13 Variation of chamber pressure with flow rate through porous wall, for

various apertures (nozzle diameter 12.7 mm, zld0= 25.6, initial velocity of the a
jet flow v0 = 34.1 m/s).

Finally, Ricou and Spalding suggested that a suitable aperture angle Gap corresponding

to free-jet conditions should be taken as 30°. The experimental data analysis re
m1 + mL

= c

_z_

(2.76)

j

~ m d'
o

l

o

The gradient of the linear bestfitto the testing data was C} = 0.32
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Fischer et al. (1979), and List (1982) reported on their theoretical and experimental
work to study the axisymmetric and the two-dimensional cases of turbulent jets and

plumes. Fischer et al. showed that the mean velocity distribution across a jet could
represented by a Gaussian form as:
Vj=vme-r2/bG\ (2.77)

where, bG is the value of r at that v} reduces the fraction of the centreline velocit

the fluid, vm . They suggested that the jet velocity v. often chosen to be either 0.
0.37 (= e"1) of v to determine the Gaussian width bc.

From the results of the experimental investigations of round jets, Fischer et al. found the
relationship between the distance from the source z and Gaussian radius bG in an
axisymmetric jet:
6G=0.107z. (2.78)

Their experiments also showed that the maximum time-averaged velocity vm was
correlated by the relation:

vm-^ = 6.9^-, (2.79)
J

where, O., M. and L were defined as the volume flux, the m o m e n t u m flux and the

characteristic length (or "jet length") of a simple turbulent round jet, respective
jet length lQ was given as:
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Turner (1986) and List (1982) used dimensional analysis to give the variation of the
centreline velocity vm, with respect to the jet momentum parameter M} and distance z
as:
vm = kjMfz'1. (2.80)

List explained that the value of kj computed ignoring the axial turbulent flux of
momentum was equal to 7.5, (i.e. assuming that all the momentum of the jet fluid was
carried entirely by the mean flow of the air-jet). However, List pointed out that to

consider the turbulent flux within the air-jet flow, the constant k} should be reduce
6.9. In experiments, the turbulent flux within the air jet flow often appeared as a
function of the flow Reynolds number. In this particular air entrainment study, the

turbulent flux is involved in the air jet flow. Therefore, the constant h} in equatio

(2.80) will be taken as 6.9 in the modeling of the free air jet calculation. This mod
agreed will with equation (2.79) obtained by Fischer et al from their experimental
results.

2.10 Summary

This chapter has presented a brief review of the history of the field of entrainment

Previous work to predict air entrainment caused by bulk material free fall as a funct
of material properties and material handling operation parameters has neglected the

behaviour and characteristics of the particle stream. The basic mechanisms of a strea
of particles under free fall involve the relative motion between the particles and

surrounding air. The behaviour of the particle falling stream is very complex, and it
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not been studied previously in detail. However, some relevant issues about the
entrainment flow in quiescent uniform environment have been reported.

Previously research into the air entrainment in free falling bulk material has been
limited. Hemeon (1963) developed a model to predict the air entrainment that was

based on the theory relating to a single particle falling through quiescent air unde

influence of the gravity. Cooper and Arnold (1995) submitted a new model to estimate
the quantity of entrained air that was based on the Boussinesq miscible plume. Both
these models indicated that the variation of the volumetric entrained air varied as

function of particle size distribution, particle density, material drop height and m
mass flow rate parameters. Plinke et al. (1995) developed an experimental technique

measure the dust generation and air entrainment during the free fall of particles. T

schematic testing rig that was presented by Plinke et al. provided some insight into

design and development of the measurement of the material mass flow rate and materia
drop height in the experiment in this particle falling stream study.

The plume theory indicates a relevant issue in the study of the entrainment flow, an
this issue involves the fields of non-Boussinesq miscible plume and bubble plume.
Rooney and Linden (1996) (1997) developed a non-Boussinesq miscible plume model

that was used to predict the quantity of an entire non-Boussinesq turbulent plume, w
the initial density difference between the plume and the ambient fluid was large.

Bubble plume is another important theory in the study of the entrainment flow. It no

only has a larger density difference between the plume stream and the ambient fluid,
also can display the details of the velocity profile of the bubble plume. Cederwall
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Ditmars (1970), McDougall (1978), Milgram (1983), Leitch and Baines (1989), carried
out experimental work into bubble plumes.

Moreover, another relevant issue of entrainment flow is the air entrainment in the li

sprays. Ghosh et al. (1990) developed a theoretical model to predict the entrained ai

velocity and radius of the entrained air within the air-droplet stream over three di

drop zones. The behaviour of the air entrainment in the liquid sprays in quiescent ai
similar to bulk solids free falling drop in ambient air. Unfortunately, some points

process of their derivation cannot be used in the study of free falling particle plum
(detail in Chapter 3). However, this work still may give some ideas to establish the
model to predict the quantity of entrained air in the process of particle free fall.

Finally, a summary of free air jet theory and relevant experimental measurement
techniques has been provided.
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CHAPTER 3

THEORETICAL MODELLING OF AIR ENTRAINMEN
IN FREE FALLING BULK MATERIALS

3.1 Introduction

Prediction of the rate of air entrainment in free falling bulk materials is vital for t
design and operation of reliable and energy-effective industrial ventilation exhaust
systems. In the process of a stream of particles free falling, the surrounding air is
induced to flow with the particle stream as the bulk solid accelerates and expands, as
indicated in figure 3.1. Some particles, particularly smaller particles, mix with the

entrained air to form a dusty boundary layer (or plume) around the falling "core" of bu
material. The radius of this boundary layer grows with increasing drop height.

The quantity of air entrainment in free falling bulk materials can be influenced by

material properties, such as particle size distribution and particle density. It also c

affected by process parameters, such as drop height, particle mass flow rate and openin
sizes of devices that are used to drop bulk materials under free-fall conditions.

Understanding the relationship between the entrained air and the moving particles is

important for the study of the behaviour of the particle plume system. Although this is

of great interest to designers of dust control systems servicing situations such as tho

shown in figure 1.1, relatively little is known about the fundamental fluid and particl

mechanics of this situation. Hemeon (1963) was one of the first researchers in this are
He used the theory of a single particle free-falling through quiescent ambient air to
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develop a method to predict the quantity of air induced by a stream of free falling
particles (particle plume). However, the aerodynamic forces acting on a particle within
a stream of particles is very different from that acting on a single falling particle.
example, the inter-particle distances can be very small in the case of a stream of

particles during free fall (e.g. at the outlet of a hopper) and the drag force acting o

particle is far from constant. Despite these previous investigations, the development o
a reliable theoretical model has been hindered by the complexities of two-phase (gassolid) flow.

To describe air-solid two-phase flow in a situation such as the one shown in figure 3.1
one-dimensional modelling approach may be employed to find the relationship between

particle velocity vp and the quantity of entrained air Qa as functions of falling partic
height z . However, as the variables in one-dimensional flow have to be solved using a

numerical method, no direct formula suitable for calculation of the quantity of entrain
air in particles free falling can be obtained from this approach.

In this chapter, the parameters used to represent the characteristic behaviour of an ai

particle falling stream are defined. Each component of the stream of particles (particl
plume) is analysed using fundamental principles of fluid dynamics. These analyses
finally lead to a mathematical model to predict the volume of entrained air in a free
falling particle plume. Results are presented using the proposed model for several
different properties of bulk materials under various operating conditions. These
predicted values of the volume of entrained air are compared with experimental data.

Further investigations into formulating a reliable model of air entrainment in the proc
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of free falling bulk materials using the proposed analytical model are presented in
Chapter 7.

-hopper

/

-rri.

\

i
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entrained air
velocity profile
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Figure 3.1 Free falling particle plume

3.2 Spray droplet stream analysis

Previous research on topics related to the particle plume free falling in quiescent air

includes the study of air entrainment in liquid sprays in air. A theoretical model to
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predict the velocity of entrained air and the radius of entrained air flow in the mo
droplets was developed by Ghosh et al. (1990, 1993). Their theoretical model was
based on the work done by a stream of droplets on the surrounding air, using the sum of
the drag forces produced by a single droplet in free fall. The definition of the different
regions of the droplet falling stream in their study was shown in figure 2.11.

In figure 2.11, Zone 1 is the region that starts from the source of the spray up to
distance of about three times the droplet stopping distance. Ghosh et al. (1990, 1993)
assumed that the droplet velocity was constant and m u c h greater than entrained air
velocity in Zone 1. The relationship between the radius of droplet stream rL and the
spray angle Ce was given as:
rL=Ce(z

+ z0),

(3.1)

where, z + z0 is the droplet dropping distance from the virtual origin point.

The liquid discharge from the nozzle QD was expressed as:

QD=™-L\PB,

<3-2>

where, vD is the droplet velocity, and pD

is the average volume fraction of the

droplets.

Thus, the average volume fraction of the droplets PD can be expressed as:
a

QD

QD

^7VD

^D[Ce2(z

(3.3)
+z

o) .
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Ghosh et al. (1990, 1993) defined a length scale proportional to the outlet of nozzle L(
as:
T

2

G

-

QD

~^77^-

(3 4)

-

C

™D 0

Equation (3.3) becomes:

PD

= , L° U •
(z + z 0 )'

(3.5)

Equation (3.4) can be expressed as:
r 2 _-Y____DPD
^G ~
2
7tVDCe

r

7PD
C2

= (z + z 0 ) 2 ^

Thus, the length scale LG can be presented as:
LG={z + z_\[p_~.

(3.6)

For a single spherical droplet, the volume of the droplet can be written as:
VD=\^D (3-7)

where, rD is the radius of a single spherical droplet.

The total number of the droplets released from the nozzle per second was given as:
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(3.8)

4xrD

The drag force acting on the air by a single droplet in a quiescent ambient is:

fD-E^CD7rrD2. (3.9)

Ghosh et al. (1990, 1993) gave the sum of the drag forces FD* acting on the air by the
number of droplets released in per unit time as:

FD*=nDfD=3QDpfDCD • (3.10)

Then, the average forcing of the droplets in per unit distance was expressed as:
p * -ED_ __________ (3 11)
zD
vD 8rD

Ghosh et al (1990, 1993) found that the rate of change of average mom

the air driven by the droplets at a given elevation could be presented

4Pr^V)_F * (3.12)
,

— r

zD

v

•

dz

This equation can be rearranged as:
d

Wa2Vq2)jCDQDVD

dz 8rD
^CDQn
8r0

QD
7trL pD
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+ zQ)2
-r

2

8rD7crL L,

8rD7vCe4LG2(z + z0f

(3.13)

Ghosh et al. (1990, 1993) also gave the volume flux of induced air in the spray droplet
stream as:
—{nr2va) = 2nraaDva, (3.14)

where, ra and va are the radius and characteristic velocity of the air stream,
respectively, and aD is the entrainment coefficient of the spray droplet stream.

The boundary conditions were defined as the radius of entrained air being zero at t

virtual origin of the nozzle, and there was no net flux of air at the outlet of noz
Hence, the solution given by Ghosh et al. (1990, 1993) was:
va=vcylLG/{z
4

+ z0)

/

ra = 2aDKz

(3.15)

\
+ z

o)>

(3-16)

where, vc was defined as a characteristic air jet velocity such that:

V

c

=

<_C*

(3.17)

, r L3

The analysis above by Ghosh et al. (1990, 1993) provided a valuable measure of the

momentum flux of entrained air in the spray droplet stream that can be generated in
Zone 1.
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In Zone 2, Ghosh et al. (1990, 1993) assumed that the induced air velocity in the stream

is of the same order of magnitude as the droplet velocity. The momentum flux in

2 was taken to be constant (i.e. the air behaviour as if it is a free jet), thus
^(^2v2)=0. (3.18)

The volume flux equation was the same as in Zone 1. The average velocity of entrained
air was presented as:
v. - C' c . (3-19)
2anz + —
C
where Cx and C2 were defined as:
Cx=vara (3.20)
C2=var2-2aDCxz. (3.21)

In Zone 3, it was assumed that the droplets had achieved terminal velocity and
behaved as a plume.

In brief, this research presented a method of analysing a situation very simila

present study where the momentum flux and the volume flux of a stream of drople

air, can be modelled so as to find the entrained air velocity and radius of the
within the droplet stream.
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3.3 Characteristics of particle plumes

The basic mechanics affecting a solid particle under free-fall conditions, arise from t
relative motion between the particle and surrounding air. The mechanics involved in a

free falling particle plume (air-particle stream) may be inferred, to some extent, from
the analysis of a single particle, and in previous research, it was often assumed that
particles have sufficient freedom in their motion to facilitate the direct application
single particle analysis, (e.g. Hemeon, 1963, Tooker, 1992). However, the behaviour of

the forces acting on a particle plume is different to those acting on a single particle
Due to the fact that the interparticle distance is very small in the case of particles

in a stream, the drag coefficient for particles within the stream will be less than for
isolated particles.

The behaviour of particles in the process of free falling is very complex. The volume
flow within the particle plume increases with increasing drop height, and the particle
velocity will vary with increasing drop height. Figure 3.2 show two images of free
falling alumina particles near the outlet of the hopper in a typical experiment. In

testing, the stopper is often used to stop the mass flow of bulk material from the outl

of the hopper (detail in Chapter 4, figure 4.4). The clear presentation of the particle
plume near the outlet of the hopper without the stopper is shown in figure 3.2(a). The

particle plume from the outlet of the hopper with installed stopper is displayed in fig
3.2 (b).

In fact, the motion of bulk material in the process of free falling, is similar to the
of particles in dilute two-phase turbulent flow. It is quite difficult to describe air
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particle two-phase turbulent flow by three-dimensional analysis. A one-dimensional

analysis method, similar to that of Ghosh et al. (1990, 1993), was adopted in this stu

to find the relationship between particle velocity vp and the volume of air entrainmen
Qa as functions of downstream distance z.

(a) uninstalled stopper

(b) installed stopper

Figure 3.2 Free falling particles at mass flow rate mp - 0.0794 kg/s, and radius of
outlet of hopper r0 = 9.1 mm (alumina)

Under the influence of drag forces acting on the particles of the particle plume, the
ambient air can be entrained across the plume edge and becomes incorporated into the

core particle flow. As described in the introduction section, some of escaped particle

that are mainly located on the surface of the core of the particle plume eject into th
surrounding air to become fugitive dust, which increases for increasing drop height.
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3.3.1 Forces acting on a single particle

Firstly, the mechanics of forces acting on a single particle in a quiescent air will be

described. It is implicitly assumed that the particles are spherical in shape throughou

this study. However, it should be noted that this does not restrict the generality of t
analysis since aerodynamic diameter may be used for non-spherical particles.

The forces that act on a single particle can be expressed as:

/ = (p,-pJf<*,W,. (3-22)
where, p is the particle density, pa is the ambient air density, dp is the particle
diameter, g is the acceleration constant, and fd is the drag force action on a single
particle in a quiescent air:

where, CD is the drag coefficient of a spherical particle in a quiescent air, and v is
particle velocity relative to the surrounding air.

3.3.2 Drag coefficient

Drag coefficient is a dimensionless parameter. Crawford (1976) presented the
definition of the drag coefficient as:
r - f* (3.24)
^D ~

2'

where, A is the projected frontal area of the body.
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The drag coefficient is a function of Reynolds number. In the study of free falling

particles from the outlet of a hopper, the Reynolds number lies mostly in the trans

regime, that is between the laminar (Stokes) regime and fully turbulent regime (Arn
1998):
1.75 < Re < 200.

Hence, the formula to calculate the drag coefficient CD may be written as (Arnold,
1998):

10 _ 10
D =

Re2»=fPavd a
V I1 -

p

V /3 "

(3 25)

-

J

3.3.3 Average initial velocity of particle plume

The stream of particles leaving the outlet of the hopper has an initial velocity. E

(2.6) represented an empirical model which was developed by Beverloo et al. (1961) t

predict the average steady state velocity of a coarse bulk material at the outlet o

hopper. McLean (1984) gave a modified formula to calculate the particle velocity at

outlet of the hopper for a fine bulk material in equation (2.8). The purpose of this

is to investigate the characteristics of air entrainment in free falling particles,

assumed that for this purpose a simple formula to estimate the particle average vel
at the outlet of the hopper, and as equation (2.11), is sufficient:

™P

0

v- =

2'

Pb^O
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where, r0 is the radius of the hopper outlet, and the pb is assumed as based on loos
poured condition.

3.3.4 Determination of void fraction and particle flow rate

The characteristics of bulk materials free falling from the outlet of a hopper can b

considered similar to the case of a gas-solid two-phase flow at a mass flow rate mp,
the form of a stream or plume of n particles per unit time with average spherical
particle diameter, dp, bulk density, pb, and initial average downward velocity v0.

The void fraction of the particle plume, s , is defined as the ratio of volume occup

the air to the total volume within the particle plume. This parameter can be express
as:
e=l*-, (3-26)
9toi

where, qa is the volume occupied by air, and qtol is the volume occupied by the
particles and entrained air, i.e. the total volume of the particle plume.

The total mass flow rate within the particle plume mM can be expressed as:
m

tot=mp+ma> (3-2?)

where, mp is the mass of falling particles, and ma is the mass of air within the par
plume.

The volume occupied by the particle plume qtot m a y be written as:
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(3.28)

where, o is the volume occupied by the particles within the particle plume.

According to the definition of the density, the various densities m a y be expressed as:
m

tot

Pb =

9t0,
mp
pp =

9P
ma

Pa
9a

The formula to express the bulk density can be written as:
Pp9,o, + Pa9a
Pb =

9,o,
PrPP9,o,(l-£)+Pa9,ol£

__

9,0,

Finally, this derivation leads to a simple formula to describe the void fraction of t
particle plume:
p

s =

p

Pb

(3.29)

Pb'Pa'

The volumetric fraction of bulk solids in the particle plume, p, is given by the ratio of
the volume occupied by solids to the total volume within the particle plume, that is:
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P=l-s
_ Pb-Pa

(3.30)

At the outlet of the hopper, the magnitude of the bulk density pb of the particle plume
is assumed similar to the loose particle density, and the air density pa may
in the calculation of the volumetric fraction of bulk solids in the particle

volumetric fraction of bulk solids j30 at the outlet of the hopper may be app

as:
& « —

•

(3-31)

PP

The rate of particles free falling in the particle plume at the outlet of the hopper, per unit
time is given by:

QP /Vo71^2

n=
9s

Ttdp2

(3.32)

3.4 Analysis of a free falling particle plume
3.4.1 Drag forces acting on a particle plume

The forces acting on a single spherical particle have been discussed in the

sections. However, the aerodynamic forces acting on a particle within a stre
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particles is very different from that acting on a single falling particle in ambient air.
example, the inter-particle distances can be very small in the case of a stream of

particles during free fall (e.g. near the region of outlet of the hopper), and the drag fo
acting on a particle is far from constant.

Wen and Yu (1966) investigated the forces acting on individual particles within a
multiparticle system in a fluidised column. The fluidised particles were in a state of
stationary suspension and uniform distribution within a fluidised bed. Wen and Yu
gave the drag coefficient for a single particle in a fluidised fluid as that of equation

(2.3). However, the behaviour of the free falling stream of particles differs significantl

from the behaviour of a solid-gas mixture in a particulate fluidised bed, because the fre
falling stream of particles is a relatively dilute two-phase flow, and the average bulk
density of the particle plume varies with drop height.

In the investigation of a single spherical particle in the motion of free falling, equati
(3.23) can be expressed as:

fd

= PhptLcDl-nd2p, (3.33)

where, vp and va are the particle and air velocities in the particle plume, respectively.

Due to the fact that the particles have not enough sufficient freedom in their motion,

(especially in the core of the plume), equation (3.33) cannot be used directly to describe

the drag force acting on a single particle in a dilating and free falling particle stream
The drag coefficient of a single particle within the particle plume is unknown in this
situation.
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The basic approach to the theoretical modelling described in this chapter is to modify

the model of a single spherical free falling particle in quiescent air. This mod

model is used to describe the drag forces acting on the number of particles in t
concentrated particle plume free falling field. To achieve this goal, a new

dimensionless "stream coefficient", Cs is introduced to model the drag force acti
single particle within the particle plume whereby the sum of drag forces acting
particles at a given location may be expressed as:
F*=nxfdxCs, (3.34)
where, fd is the drag force acting on a single particle in quiescent air, and Cs

stream coefficient, n is the number of particles released in one second and F* is
sum of the drag forces acting on the particles.

Hence,
F» =

Pa(v,-vJ2
2
371

j

2 xc 6/VW

D

p

' 4

s
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/Wo 2 P a (v p -vJ 2 C 0 xC,
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\ ^ .
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(3.35)

Equation (3.22) expresses the sum of the gravitational force, buoyancy force and drag

force acting on a single spherical particle in quiescent air. Thus, the sum of t
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gravitational force and the buoyancy force acting on the number of particles released in
one second, B*, is given by:
2

=[pp-pa)x--dpgx-^0

B

6

d

P

= (PP ~ Pa Wo W • (3-36)

Hence, the rate of change momentum of the falling particles with respect to hei
be modelled using:

dv
mvn
p p

(3.37)

dz

Thus, substituting equation (3.52) and (3.36) into (3.37),

(P, -P>S/Wo2 -y-ZWoVV/V^, -vaT xCs -m,v,^
(3.38)
For convenience the following constant is defined:

Equation (3.38) becomes:

*--i-,(v,-*.)*-•. = V , ^ - .

(3 40)

-
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T o transform this to a measure of forces acting per unit height within the particle plume,
equation (3.40) is divided by the local particle velocity v , thus:
. dvD 1
«

%

—

=

dz

•

Bt~K1(vp-vaY3Cs.

(3.41)

vp

This equation represents the rate of change of m o m e n t u m flux of the particles with
respect to drop height.

3.4.2 Volume flux of entrained air

It is more convenient to express the various differential relationships in cylindrical polar
coordinates rather than Cartesian coordinates for the axi-symmetric flows in this air

entrainment of the falling particle plume study. The rate of air mass flow through the

surfaces of a curvilinear element can be obtained by considering the flow in each of t
coordinate directions separately.

In order to clearly state this theoretical model, the velocity of the air flow is red
with components vz, vr and ve. At the centre of the small control volume element
ABCD in figure 3.3, the fluid density is p and the velocity has components vz, vr and

ve. pv represents the component of the mass rate of flow per unit area in the element.
For the rates of mass flow through into the surfaces of AB, BC and CA, the mass flow
can be presented as:
pvrrdddzdt
pvedrdzdt
pvzrdOdrdt.
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Figure 3.3 A control volume element in cylindrical polar coordinates

The rates of the mass flow through the surfaces of the control volume element C D , D A
and B D , can be written:
5

pV +
H r

(P V r) J (r + dr)d9dzdt
r>

^
dr

pVe +-

PVz

d

dr

i^ldd

drdzdt

d(pvj dz rdOdrdt.
dz

Considering the mass flux through each surface of the control volume shown in figure

3.3, the net flux of mass entering the element control volume equals to the rate
change of the mass of the element, that is:
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d

Rewriting this formula:
d
m
dt

elemen, + ™ou< ~ K

=

0

•

(3.42)

This takes the form
d(rrv ) dinv. i film/ \

-rdrd6dzdt + pVr+r
dt

^p^+^A+rd(p^)'
dr

d9

drdBdzdt = 0,

dz

(3.43)

Finally, the differential equation for mass conservation in cylindrical polar coordinates
is given as:

^ + £^ + ^ + __x^ + ?(___l_0i
dt

r

dr

r

(3.44)
dO

dz

For incompressiblefluids,thefluiddensity p is constant, i.e. ~- = 0. The equation
at

of continuity (3.47) m a y be transformed as:
v r dvr 1 dve dv
----I- ^+~X - + ~ = 0.

r

dr

r

de

,r. , 0
(3^5)

dz

In the particular case of entrained air in the particle plume, the variation in ve is
assumed zero. Therefore, the equation of continuity for this approach has a form:
^ + ^ + -^ = 0. (3-46)
r dr

dz
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Rewriting this formula:
dv.

1

d(rv)

n

dz r dr
dv

zr= d(rvr)

(3.47)

dz dr

Integrating across the flow stream,

r^rdr = -r^ldr
Jo

fa

Jo

vrdr = —rv
= bve, (3.48) —
Jo
dz

$r
edge of _ flow _ stream

where, b is the radius of the flow stream, and ve is the entrainment velocity of the
entrained flow from the ambient, respectively.

Equation (3.48) can be presented in the form:
d r°°
—
vz 27irdr = 2vbve .
Jo
dz

(3.49)

The resulting formula indicates that the vertical rate of change of the volume flow in the

stream is equal to the inflow at infinity from the environment, i.e. the flow entrain

This relationship is based of the entrainment assumptions introduced by Morton et al i

1956, which were: "(a) the profiles of vertical velocity and buoyancy are similar at a
heights, (b) the rate of entrainment of fluid at any height is proportional to a
characteristic velocity at that height, and (c) the fluids are incompressible and do

change the volume on mixing, and that local variations in density throughout the motio
are small compared to some reference density." Morton et al stated that, the velocity
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the entrained fluid across the flow stream edge is proportional to the stream velocity as
following:
ve=avz, (3.50)

where, a is entrainment constant, and vz is the local characteristic velocity of the f
in the z direction.

Hence, equation (3.49) can be transformed to:
d r°°
—
v,2izrdr = 2nbav
dzio

.

(3.51)

In Chapter 6, the experimental results demonstrate that the velocity profile of the
entrained air in the particle plume can be adequately modelled by a Gaussian
distribution. Therefore, the flow velocity v2 can be displayed as:
vz=vGe-r2/b°\ (3.52)

where, vG is the maximum velocity of the plume at the centreline, and bG is the radius
of the Gaussian distribution, respectively.

Substituting equation (3.52) into (3.51), the left hand side of equation (3.51) can b
written as:
d r° sib* r, , d l00

f vce'rllb° 2nrdr = — U v G b G 2 ) .
dz*Jo uu
dz

Thus, equation (3.51) becomes:

d I(7iv b 2) = 27tbav .
G G
z
dz

(3-53)
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For computational convenience "top hat" velocity profiles are used in this study

henceforth, since the governing equations remain the same. However, it should be not

that the relationship between the radii of the Gaussian distribution velocity and t
hat velocity profiles is given by:

b = 4ibG, (3.54)
and the Gaussian, vG, and the top hat, vth, centreline velocity are related by

v

*=y. (3.55)

Therefore, equation (3.53) can be expressed as:
— (mthb2) = 2xbavth. (3.56)

For present purposes, it is convenient to use va as the top hat characteristic entrained air

velocity and ra as the radius of the air entrainment flow in particle plume, respect

Therefore equation (3.56) is rewritten as:
T" Wava) = 27-rflava. (3.57)
dz

3.4.3 Momentum flux of entrained air

Another basic equation is the m o m e n t u m flux of the entrained air. In the process of
particles free falling, the ambient air is entrained into the stream and becomes

incorporated into the falling stream of material. The increase in the vertical momen
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of the entrained air is driven by the drag force exerted by the falling particles. The
momentum flux of the entrained air may be written as:
M a = m av a
~ Pa™a2v2

•

(3.58)

From Newton's second law of motion, the rate of change of momentum flux of the

entrained air with respect to drop height, is equal to the sum of drag forces
particles within the particle plume per unit drop height,
dM„

-2- = F
z
dz
'

(3.59)

and
• F*

F.
V

P

which can be written as:
. 15

K ^ P V O ' O V V V ^ , - V. )* X C, ,Vp.

= *i(v,-v,)*C,x-!. (3.60)

Hence, the rate of change of momentum flux of entrained air with respect to drop height
is given by:

7-U-*V)=*.(v,-v.)v,->--, (3.61,
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3.5 Stream coefficient

Wen and Yu (1966) reported that the drag force acting on a single particle in a fluidise
multiparticle system was larger than in an infinite expanse of fluid. The drag forces
acting on particles were influenced by the voidage of the multiparticle system, and
might be expressed in terms of the drag coefficient as equation (2.3).

As mentioned above, the stream coefficient Cs might be used to modify the theoretical

model to describe the drag force of the particles in the free falling multiparticle syst
This new introduced dimensionless stream coefficient Cs is defined as the ratio of the
drag coefficient of a spherical particle in a multiparticle system CDp to the drag
coefficient in a quiescent environment CD, that is
C =^ = s ~47, (3.62)
^s

si

core

'

v

'

where, score is the void fraction of the core of the particle plume.

From experimental investigations and data analysis, two main assumptions involved are

provided here. The core of the particle stream radius rp is assumed to be constant, i.e.
dr ldz = 0. The radius of the particle stream core rp is approximately equal to the
radius of the outlet of the hopper, i.e. rp*r0. Hence, the void fraction of the core of
particle stream ecore can be written as:
P p rbcore
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is the bulk density of the core of the particle plume.

In figure 3.4, the mass flow rate of air in the volume of the core of the partic
may be expressed as:
m„ = pnrcr„ v„
a

r a

p

(3.63)

a

particle plume

I

T

typical volume of core

fm.m
rl

tmfekr;
§sts

'irC-l^j

K3r-f

;-?

rva

h

core of particle plume

IVP

V

Figure 3.4 Schematic of a typical volume of the core particle plume

The mass flow rate of particles in this volume m a y be given as rhp[ya lvp). Thus, the
bulk density of the core of the particle plume may be written as:

mp — +
Pb

panrp\

wn v„
p

_

m

P

-

2-~ + Pa

7trp

vp

(3.64)
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It is assumed that the contribution of particles outside the core to drag forces is
negligible (i.e. the large particles, which are most significant in driving the plume,

remain in the core). Hence, equation (3.64) is used to form the auxiliary equation (3.62

as:
rp

Cs=s^ =
\

r b core

(3.65)

Pp-Pa

3.6 Air entrainment constant

The air entrainment constant a indicates the extent of the entrained flow into the stream
of particles from the quiescent ambient air. The higher the value of the entrainment
constant the larger the volume of fluid that is entrained into the stream flow from the
environment. Hunt (1999) reported that the value of the entrainment constant a is
approximately equal to 0.1 for pure miscible plumes and forced plumes. Leitch et al.
(1989) provided an entrainment constant a equal to 0.083 for a single phase plume. To
date there does not appear to be any research results published on the air entrainment
constant for a falling stream of particles. The experimental data for volumetric air
entrainment for various bulk materials, drop heights and mass flow rates have been used

by the present author to determine the entrainment constant a by fitting the theoretical
model above using the least squares method. It is assumed that the entrainment constant

a is constant in this particle plume study (i.e. that the flow in the particle plume is
similar).
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3.7 Determination of volumetric air entrainment

In summary, equations (3.57), (3.41) and (3.61) describe the characteristics of a stream

of free falling particles with respect to continuity, particle momentum flux and air
momentum flux, respectively and are restated below:
d t
WaVa\=2nravaa

(3.57)

dz

dv

.

p

1 r
B*-Kx{vp-v^Cs_
v.

m. dz

(3.41)

d_
dz

(pa*ra\2)=Ki(vp~varCsr<±,

(3.61)

where,
B

* =(Ps~P afe/Wo

2
15
„ V3„ -/3^ -5/3
^1 = y ^ / W o PPa Pa d

(
cs =

P

mD

Pb core
*rp

(3.65)

rb core

r
Pp'Pa

V

X
2

(3.39)

x~*r'

_
rp

(3.36)

J
1
— + Pa

(3.64)

V

P

The quantity of volumetric air entrainment in the process of particles free falling can be

expressed by the radius of the stream of particles and the velocity of the entraine
O
z-ra

— nr v .
a

a

(3.66)
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Equation (3.57) showing the variation of volumetric air entrainment with respect to the
drop distance of the free falling particles, must be solved with equations (3.41)
(3.61), and may be expressed as the following general form:
Qa=f(z,mdppb,r0). (3.67)

A finite difference solution of (3.41), (3.57) and (3.61) using Euler's method was

adopted here to determine how the velocity of the falling particles, vp, the relat
velocity of particle plume, vs, the volume of entrained air, Qa, and the stream

coefficient, Cs, change with particle position, z. Hence, the developed theoretica
model can be used to predict the quantity of air entrainment in a particle plume. The
discretised equations were therefore written as:
1

(3.68)

v„ = v , H + A-., x l>* - Kx (v„ H -v.w Y x C„_

*Wi
a!=-2flM+Az/x(2^raMvaMa)

(3.69)

Mai = M

(3.70)

+ Az, x \KX ( V , H - vai_x Y x C , w

B M

-'M

M,

(3.71)

v

«/
---a/r a

(3.72)

r

-/ =
V

-i /

™p
Pb_core: ~

2

(3.73)
~* Pa

™* vpi
-4.7

c„ =

rp

rb core

Pp-Pa
V r
P

where, i is the i-th position.

(3.74)
J
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Two examples of results from the numerical solutions of the governing equations are

shown in figures 3.5 and 3.6 to illustrate the predicted characteristics of air entrain
in falling particle plumes. The bulk material was assumed to have following the
properties, particle diameter dp= 0.0001 m, particle density pp= 1500 kg/m3, bulk
density of the material pb = 500 kg/m3, and air entrainment constant a for the material

was arbitrarily assumed to be 0.03. The simulation results in figure 3.5 are based on t

mass flow rate of the material mp= 0.02 kg/s and the radius of the outlet of the hopper
r0= 0.01 m (initial velocity v0= 0.127 m/s) while those in figure 3.6 are from m =
0.0002 kg/s and r0= 0.001 m (initial velocity v0 = 0.127 m/s).

It can be seen from these two figures that, the quantity of air entrainment Qa and the
particle velocity v increased with increasing mass flow rate of the bulk material m .

The predicted velocity vp of the particles near the outlet of the hopper closely matche

the velocity of particles falling in a vacuum but deviated from this with increasing dr
height. The curve of the stream constant Cs dropped rapidly near the outlet of the
hopper and quickly tended to become a constant, Cs ~ 1. It can be seen from figure 3.6
that the curve of particle velocity vp became flatter as drop distance z increased as

would be expected as the particle velocity of the particles in the plume would eventual
tend to the terminal velocity vt. Finally, the relative velocity between the particle
velocity and the entrained air velocity vp -va within the particle plume tended to
terminal velocities. As shown by figures 3.5 and 3.6, the above descriptions lead to a
conclusion that the theory developed in this chapter can be utilized to present the
characteristics of a free falling particle plume in quiescent air.
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Figure 3.5 Variation of relevant parameters in air entrainment study with particle
stream drop height z(m

= 0.02 kg/s)
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Figure 3.6 Variation of relevant parameters in air entrainment study with particle
stream drop height z (th = 0.0002 kg/s)
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CHAPTER 4
EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY

4.1 Introduction
In recent years there has been much interest in the investigation of the entrainment flow
in a uniform environment. Much research has focused on miscible Boussinesq and nonBoussinesq plumes. Examination of the published literature indicated that very little
information was available on air entrainment in free falling bulk materials. No
systematic study of air entrainment in free falling bulk materials has previously been
reported. Therefore, the validation of methodology of the experiments used in this
study was very important for obtaining correct and accurate results.

The aim of this project was to develop a theoretical model to predict the quantity of air

entrainment in the free falling particles, and investigate the particle velocity of parti
stream and the behaviour of air velocity profile within the particle plume. Three bulk
materials were selected for the study, alumina, sand and corvic vinyl powder, and were
chosen because they differ greatly in bulk density and particle density, and in variation
of the average particle diameter. Alumina power is used widely in industry. The colour
of the alumina powder is bright white. This is helpful for the visual section of the
falling particle stream. Sand has a greater particle density than the alumina. Corvic
vinyl powder possesses a much lower particle density than alumina.

Experimental investigations have been carried out to study the influence of bulk
material properties and the material handling operating parameters on the measurement
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of the air entrainment during the free falling particles. The experimental work also was
aimed at demonstrating the theoretical analysis and the performance prediction model

developed in Chapter 3, and investigating the particle velocity of the falling particles
and the velocity profile of the entrained air within the particle plume.

4.2 Description of the test rig

As mentioned in Chapter 3, air entrainment in the free falling particles could be

influenced by material properties, such as particle size distribution and particle densi
It also could be affected by process parameters, such as material drop height and mass
flow rate. The experimental rig, as depicted in figure 4.1, was designed and fabricated
to monitor the performance of the different bulk materials in the process of free fall
subjected to different mass flow rates and material drop heights.

The test rig also allowed materials to be changed easily. Four primary components of

the test rig had to be fabricated, the double hopper arrangement, the test enclosure, the
air extraction system and the collection bin. The process of measuring air entrainment
in the free falling particles required a constant mass flow rate of material from the

double hopper arrangement into the test enclosure, particles impacting on a fixed height

stockpile (by spilling out from the stockpile into the collection bin), and extracting a
through an air extraction system. To avoid any effects of the environment, the entire
test rig was placed in a quiescent ambient air environment. It was necessary to design
and construct a special test room in the laboratory in figure 4.2.
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filling funnel

load cell

storage bin
bin hanger

test bin

air jet
pump

discharging
hopper
supply air

air pressure
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valve
rotameter

smoke
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collection
bin
Figure 4.1 Schematic of the experimental facility
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wall

Figure 4.2 Plan view of air entrainment test room

4.2.1 D o u b l e - h o p p e r a r r a n g e m e n t

Smith (1978) investigated the variation of the mass flow rate of bulk materials released
from a single hopper apparatus. He found that the mass flow rate changed during
discharge, and it also varied with different material levels within the hopper.

results identified the problem that the surcharge of material might affect the m

rate from a hopper as a function of time. To avoid this affect, Gu and Arnold (19

conducted tests on a double-hopper arrangement to maintain a steady mass flow ra
bulk material. In his arrangement, one hopper was positioned above the other and

constant mass flow rate was maintained by keeping the level of bulk material in t
bottom hopper constant.
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To ensure a constant mass flow rate of bulk material during each experiment, the
double-hopper arrangement was utilised in this study. The double-hopper arrangement
consisted essentially of two bins suspended on wires connected to three loading cells
(transducers). The top bin was named the storage bin, and the bottom bin fitted with

various outlets of hoppers was called the test bin. The solid material flowed through t
double-hopper arrangement and then underwent free-fall into the test enclosure. When
solid material flowed from the test bin, it was replaced instantly by solids from the

storage bin above. In order to keep the level of solid material in the test bin constan
during material discharge, the mass flow rate of material from the storage bin must be

greater than that from the test bin. Therefore, the diameter of the transfer hopper out

was designed to be larger than all of the test bin hoppers. Both the storage bin and th
test bin were made from Perspex material to allow visual monitoring of the surcharge

level during tests. The bottom hopper of the test bin could be replaced with hoppers of

different outlet diameters to produce different mass flow rates of the solid material i
tests. The entire double-hopper arrangement was mounted on a steel frame that could
be raised and lowered to alter the drop height of the free falling solid material. The
frame had four lockable casters to allow the vertical suspended hopper arrangement to
be wheeled into position and locked there. The diameter of the bin was 145 mm. The
length of the storage bin was 690 mm and the test bin was 370 mm. The diagram of a
double-hopper arrangement on the frame of the test rig is presented in figure 4.3.
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filling funnel

load cell

storage bin
bin hanger

test bin
discharging
hopper

Figure 4.3 Diagram of double-hopper arrangement

The bin hanger was used to support the weight of the double-hopper arrangement. It

consisted of three steel strips suspended vertically by steel wires, six turnb
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ends of the wires and two bin holders. By adjusting the turnbuckles, the storage bin and

test bin can be aligned vertically using a spirit level to ensure that the flow of parti
stream would be vertical in testing. Also, the lower wires which linked the test bin

holder could be adjusted or replaced easily in order to allow fine adjustment of vertica
material drop height, as necessary during experiments. A schematic of the doublehopper arrangement bin hanger is shown in Appendix B.

To minimize fugitive dust emission, cloths were used to cover the open space between

the filling funnel and the storage bin, and also between the storage bin and the test bi
There was no tensile force in the cloth between the filling funnel and the storage bin.

During an initial test, a fluctuation was observed in the mass flow rate from the outlet
the bottom hopper. This was caused by the existing interstitial air pressure resistance
within the hopper. The resulting fluctuation of the mass flow rate would affect the
accuracy of measured volumetric entrained air in the process of particles dropping.

Methods of releasing the interstitial air near the outlet of the hopper were investigate
before proper experiments could be carried out. After several methods were

investigated, the method of a T-junction releasing tube was adopted and installed finall
in the double-hopper arrangement. The diameter of the copper releasing tube was 5
mm. It was inserted vertically into position near the outlet of the hopper, and jointed
with two horizontal same size copper tubes by a T-junction. The schematic of TJunction air release tube in the double-hopper arrangement is presented in figure 4.4.
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T-junction
test bin

0 5 release tube
0 5 release tube
in the middle
of the test bin
flange

discharging hopper

stopper

Figure 4.4 Schematic of T-Junction air release tube

4.2.2 Test enclosure

According to the research project proposal, the test enclosure should have an ability to

load the dropping particles, and to measure the quantity of entrained air in the proces
free falling particles. Hence, the enclosure was separated by a steel sheet that
maintained an aperture located in the centre of the sheet. The space under the sheet
within the test enclosure was named the control volume. The free falling particles
passing through the aperture of the steel sheet into the control volume subsequently
impacted onto the stockpile that was on the bottom of the test enclosure. The entrained
air within the particle plume was extracted through the air extraction system from the
control volume, and the stockpile height was maintained constant while the excess
falling solids were spilled out from the annular slot into the collection bin. The
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constructed test enclosure and steel sheet were designed, determine the quantity of
entrained air through different aperture diameters.

variable aperture
diameter
steel sheet

annular slot
control volume space

Figure 4.5 Dimension of installed test enclosure

The test enclosure that was used in Glutz's experiment (1995) could be adopted in this
study. The size of the test enclosure was 1015x1015x810 mm, figure 4.5. The three

sides of the test enclosure were clear glass. In order to provide a good contrast to w

the particle falling stream and the dust pattern, the glass in the back of the tank wa

replaced with a steel plate painted matt black. This plate was installed with wing nut
allow for easy removal for the purpose of cleaning the test enclosure. The four sides
the test enclosure walls were sealed well with an aluminum support. The whole test
enclosure and the aluminum support were mounted on a steel frame with four lockable
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casters. T h e test enclosure w a s wheeled under the hoppers for experiments and then
removed for cleaning and setting up for further tests. The steel sheet with aperture was
sealed with ducting tape around the enclosure walls to prevent the air leakage through
the seams of the sheet in testing.

4.2.3 Air extraction system

The air extraction system consisted of an intake section, a rotameter, control and gate
valves, an air pump and a pressure regulator, figure 4.6.

discharging air
to environment

air p u m p
supply air from
the compressed
air system
(600KPa)

entracted air from
the intake section of
the test enclosure

air pressure
regulator

025 flexible pipe

gate valve

control valve

flow measure meter

Figure 4.6 Schematic of air extraction system
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The sum of the quantity of entrained air and the quantity of replaced air, which was

equal to the volume flow rate of bulk material, could be extracted from the air extr
system of the experimental rig into the environment through an air pump. A set of
valves controlled the volume of supply air from the compressed air system. The

pressure regulator was installed to reduce the fluctuation of the supply air pressur

during experiments. The make of rotameter used in tests was Precision Bore Flowrator
Tube. The model of the air pump was a 53mm Melbourne Air Pump. The specification

of the rotameter used in experiments to match the range requirement of the volumetri
extracted air is provided in table 4.1.
Table 4.1 Specification of testing rotameters
Number

R a n g e of measurement (L/s)

Type

1

0.14-1.42

FP V_ - 27 - G - 10/83

2

0.38-3.81

F P % - 2 1 -G-10/84

3

1.75-17.46

FP 1 - 35-G-10/85

The details of the intake section of the air extraction system are shown in figure 4.7.
The diameter of the intake section hole should take into consideration the value of

average velocity of the dusty air at the intake point. Also, the installation of a f

essential and necessary at the intake section to give clear air for the visual readi

rotameter and to satisfy the requirements of environment air quality. If the diamete

the intake section was too small, the working efficiency of the filter would be redu

under the influence of the higher air velocity, and the turbulent fluctuated air wou

strong enough to affect the steadiness of readings on the rotameter. Considering the
testing range of the extracted volumetric air, the maximum average velocity of the
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extracted air w a s determined less than 0.6 m / s . Therefore, the diameter o f the intake
section was given as <f>155 mm in figure 4.7.

0 2 5 flexible pipe
went to rotameter

test enclosure

o
o

aperture

o
o
steel sheet

filter

--------^-Sr

o
oo

O

0155

o

control volume space

annual slot
stockpile

0390
- 1015

Figure 4.7 Details of intake section

4.2.4 Collection bin

A collection bin was designed to store the bulk material that spilled out from the
stockpile in the control volume of the test enclosure during the process of free falling
particles in figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.8 Details of collection bin

Figure 4.9 Speedlock ring
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A special annulus slot was cut around the particle stockpile on the bottom sheet of th
test enclosure. The spilled solid material could drop into the collection bin through
outlet of the annulus. The speedlock ring that was installed at the connected rolled

edges to prevent the air flow through the connected area of the collection bin in test

shown in figure 4.9. The photo of installed collection bin maintained on the trolley i
presented in figure 4.10.

Figure 4.10 Installed collection bin

4.2.5 Accessories

Two types of discharging hopper were designed and manufactured for the testing
requirements, stainless steel hopper and aluminium hopper. The determination of the
diameter size of the outlet of the stainless steel hopper was considered to match the
measurement capacity of the test rig. Due to the limited scale of the testing rig, the
aluminium hopper that contained smaller outlet diameter was specifically designed and
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machined to provide a good visual monitoring through a digital camera to record the
flow phenomenon of the particles falling stream in tests.

The inlet diameter of the stainless steel hopper was 148 mm, the same as the test bin
diameter. The outlet diameter of was varied from 10 mm to 28 mm. The diagram of the

stainless steel hopper is presented in figure 4.11. The inlet diameter of the alumin
hoppers was 26.25 mm. These hoppers interlink with the outlet of a copper hopper in
which the diameter of the outlet was 7.8 mm. Some principal dimensions of the
aluminium hopper used in experiments are shown in figure 4.12. More details of the
stainless steel hopper and aluminium hopper are given in Appendix B.

-—I

!——d0

Figure 4.11 Diagram of stainless steel hopper
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existing hopper

n e w hopper
extension

Figure 4.12 Diagram of aluminium hopper

The load cell is shown in figure 4.13. The load cell was connected to a chart r

Three loading cells suspended the entire double-hopper arrangement shown in fig

4.3. The purpose of using load cells was to enable the mass flow rate to be rec

a chart recorder during the test. The model of load cell was Interface SM-50 Cel
with a maximum capacity of 22.7 kg.

Figure 4.13 Load cell and turnbuckle
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A chart recorder was used to record the mass flow rate of solid material in the process
of free falling particles. The type of the recorder was a Y E W type 3066 pen recorder
shown in figure 4.14.

Figure 4.14 Chart recorder and load cell conditioning unit

In the process of free falling particles, the particle plume passed through the aperture
into the control volume of the test enclosure. It was necessary to ensure that the
quantity of air exhausted from the control volume of the test enclosure be equal to the
s u m of the volume flow rate of bulk material and the entrained air. T o achieve this
purpose, a method to measure the air pressure between the test enclosure and ambient
environment was introduced.

If the air pressure in the control volume of the test

enclosure was greater than the ambient air pressure, the quantity of air exhausted from
the control volume would be less than the s u m of the volume flow rate of bulk material
and the entrained air during free falling particles. If the air pressure in the test enclosure
was less than the environment pressure, the volume of exhaust air from the control
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volume would be greater than the s u m of the volume flow rate of bulk material and the

entrained air. To maintain equivalent air pressure between the control volume of t
test enclosure and the environment air, a smoke puffer was used to allow visual

monitoring of the air flow direction, which was affected by any slight air pressur
difference. Thus the location of the smoke puffer was on the bottom of the test
enclosure and far away from the stockpile. The Air Flow Tester CH25301 was chosen
as the smoke puffer to determine the slight air currents.

A specially designed cylinder made of Perspex was used to prevent the distributio
the surrounding airflow and to allow visual monitoring of the smoke for balancing

purposes. A turning button was placed on the outside surface of the cylinder to al

the Air Flow Tester tube to be inserted into the cylinder as shown in figure 4.15.

adjusting the mining button, the smoke generating tube would be fixed in the cylin
for easy use.
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Figure 4.15 Details of smoke visualisation
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Figure 4.16 The entire experimental rig for investigation of air entrainment
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Experimental rig capable of fully controlling the steady mass flow rate and measuring
the volume of extracted air experimental rig was carefully designed and constructed in
figure 4.16. The air entrainment measurement control system consisted of the doublehopper arrangement, the test enclosure, the air extraction system, the collection bin,

cells and their associated instruments. Load cells were used to record the variations o
mass flow rate of bulk materials during free fall. The double-hopper arrangement was
installed to supply the steady mass flow material to the discharging hopper. The test
enclosure was used to observe the test and the particle plume. To maintain a constant
height of stockpile during free falling particles, the collection bin was installed to
receive the excess particles from the stockpile falling through the annular slot. The
smoke puffer was used to allow visual monitoring of the testing phenomenon. The air
extraction system measured the volume of extracted air in the process of free falling
particles.
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CHAPTER 5
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND DATA
VALIDATION

5.1 Introduction
The experimental systems to measure the air entrainment in free falling bulk materials

have been described in Chapter 4. Following construction of the test rig, calibration and
initial experiments were necessary to confirm the accuracy and validity of the
experimental methodology.

The validation of the experimental method is described in this chapter, and the
repeatability of the experiments is discussed. The general experimental procedure is

also presented in the chapter. Finally, an investigation of bulk material properties, suc

as particle size and particle size distribution, particle density and bulk density, is ca
out.

5.2 Validation of experimental methodology

The purpose of the experiments in this study was to investigate the characteristics of ai
entrainment as functions of bulk material properties and operational process parameters
for free falling particles. Due to the fact that there was little previous work on

measuring the air entrainment in free falling particles, it was necessary to validate the
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methodology of the new experiments and to determine the accuracy of the experimental
data.

In the process of free falling particles, the surrounding air is entrained into the pa

plume as the bulk material accelerates and expands. The characteristics of the entrain
air flow have many similarities with the situation of an axisymmetric air jet in a

quiescent ambient. The behaviour of air jets has been extensively studied by others as

described previously; hence, it is appropriate to use air jets to test the validity of
current experimental method.

5.2.1 Theoretical modelling of air entrainment in air jet flow

An air jet is produced by air being forced through an orifice into a homogeneous

quiescent. The mass flow rate of the free air jet is known to increase with axial dist

z from the orifice. The surrounding air is drawn radially inward into the air jet flow
Abramovich (1963) stated that one of the fundamental properties of an air jet was the

fact that the static pressure was constant throughout the jet flow. This means that th

jet flow was an incompressible flow, and the density of the air jet was the same as th
ambient air density in this study. Considering Newton's Second Law of Motion, Ricou

and Spalding (1961) stated that the momentum flux of the air jet must be constant with

respect to the axial distance z since the static pressure of the air flow was uniform,
(Ficher et al, 1979), (List, 1982), (Turner, 1986). The momentum flux of the air jet
flow Mj at the orifice of the jet, where the air fluid had a uniform exit velocity v0
the nozzle, was evaluated as:
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(5.1)

Turner (1986), List (1982), Fischer et al. (1979) stated that since m o m e n t u m remains

constant at all axial distances, the mean (time-averaged) velocity of jet flow was se
similar, and it could be described well by the Gaussian profiles:
(

r2^

V

b

j = Vm eXP

(5.2)

V

lj

where, v. is the velocity at a given radius, v m is the centreline velocity and bG is the
characteristic radius of the jet flow when represented by a Gaussian distribution.

Hence,
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m C

So, the m o m e n t u m flux of the air jet flow M5

at the nozzle and at other axial locations

m a y be written as:
77"

Mj =pv0V02 =p-v2mb2G

At the outlet of the jet nozzle,
2r0 = d0, thus,

(5.4)
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(5.5)

Assuming linear expansion of the radius of the jet with respect to z :
6G=ztan0;, (5.6)

where, 0. is the spreading half-angle of the air jet flow. Therefore, —

can be

- V.

rewritten as:
(5.7)
v0

42.ztsn.ej

At any cross section of the jet flow, the volume of the jet flow Qj may be presented as:
(

Qj = J % 2nrdr = 2n\\m

Dr r00

f

= 2^ m fJ 0 expV
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exp r rdr
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b
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At the outlet of the jet, Q.0 = v0 -nd2, hence,

Qj _ ™j>\
'70
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(5.8)
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Substituting equations (5.6) and (5.7), yielded
6, _ 4(ztanef7f li, .
7T^ ~ 72 x"T^x 7f~ = 2v2 tan0,. —.
Qj.
d]
V2

ztantf,

J

d0

Assuming
Cy=2V2tan0;.

(5.9)

Finally, the ratio of the volumetric jet flow may be written as:

Q- = C'f- (510)
"CjO

"o

Since the density of the jet flow was measured, equation (5.10) may be written

form of equation (2.76). The constant C. may be obtained by experiment and, thus
spreading half-angle 6, can be deduced from equation (5.9).

In 1964, Ricou and Spalding published their experimental work on the measuremen

air entrainment by an axisymmetrical turbulent jet. The schematic of their expe

was displayed in figure 2.12. They found that the ratio of the sum of the mass f

entrained air and the ejected air to the mass flow of the ejected air had a line
relationship with the distance from the jet orifice normalized with respect to

diameter. Their experimental results were correlated by equation (2.76). The vol
the entrained air may be worked out using this equation if the quantity of the
and the air pressure of the ejected air at the orifice can be measured.
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Fischer et al. (1979) determined the relationship between the axial distance of the j

and the jet radius as equation (2.78). The relationship between the centreline velocit
the axisymmetrical round jet, the airflow momentum flux and the volume flux was also
given by equation (2.79). Through equations (2.78) and (2.79), the mean velocity

distribution of the airflow across the jet can be found, and hence, the characteristic
the mean air velocity and the volume of the entrained flow of the air-jet can be

determined. It was therefore proposed that the experimental rig developed for this st

is used initially on air-jets. If these experimental results matched the research res
discussed above, then the method of using aperture plates of various diameters to

measure the variation of volumetric flow with respect to radius would be validated fo
the measurement of air entrainment by free falling particles.

5.2.2 Experimental facility and techniques of air jet

The air-jet experimental system was set up as a supply air sub-system and an extracte
air measurement sub-system. The extracted air measurement system was the same as
that described in Chapter 4. The supply air sub-system consisted of an orifice, a

pressure gauge, a variable cross section flowmeter, valves and a pressure regulator. T
nozzle (orifice) diameter was 5 mm. The length of the orifice tube was 200 mm, and
the inside diameter of the tube was 20 mm as shown in figure 5.1. The orifice tube

could be raised or lowered as required and was oriented vertically using a spirit lev
ensure the ejected air flow would be vertically downward. Due to the limited flow
capacity of the supplied air system, the axial distances between the orifice to the
aperture plates were varied from 200 mm to 400 mm. The schematic of the air-jet
experimental rig is shown in figure 5.2.
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020mm

d=5mm
Figure 5.1 Details of orifice

Each aperture plate w a s taped in position and the centreline of the aperture was matched
to the centreline of the air jet orifice. Once consistent readings of the volume of
extracted air were obtained in testing, the air flow was stopped and the aperture size
altered. Testing was repeated for each aperture size and for various axial distances
between the air jet orifice and apertures. An example of installed aperture plates is
presented in figure 5.3. The mass flow of supply air through the jet orifice was
determined by the ideal gas law and the measured pressure and temperature of the air
flow. The pressure gauge was installed in the supply air system to indicate the air

pressure of the ejected air from the orifice, and this was calibrated before each test.
type of the pressure gage was DPI700. A Precision Bore Flowrator Tube FP1/2-27-G10/83 was used to measure the volume of supply air. To maintain equivalent air
pressure balance between the control volume of the glass tank and the ambient air, the
volume of the extracted air from the extracted air system must equal the sum of the

quantity of air from the supply air system and the volumetric flow rate of entrained ai

in the jet. This was achieved by adjusting the control valve in the air extraction syst
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Figure 5.2 Schematic of air jet experimental rig
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Figure 5.3 E x a m p l e of installed aperture plates

5.2.3 Air-jet test procedure

The entire volume of air entrainment from the environment varied with the variations of
the jet axial distance z and the quantity of supply air flow Q0. To determine the
volumetric entrained air, the quantity of extracted air and supply air were measured.
The volume of the extracted air was measured initially for a smaller volume of supply
air. The volume of supply air was gradually increased up to twice of the initial test by
the tenth experiment. The experiments were repeated for 4 different axial distances.
The installed pressure regulator was adjusted to prevent the pressure fluctuation of the
compressed air system in the laboratory due to other equipment using the same
compressed air system during testing. A brief description of the experimental procedure
for the air-jet experiments is outlined below.
1. Seal the edge of the shelf that contained the aperture with masking tape with the
walls of the test enclosure. •
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2. Place the aperture in right position on the sheet to confirm the concentric
centreline matching the orifice centreline and seal it with masking tape.
3. Open the control valve and gate valve to allow the supply air to enter the
experimental rig system.

4. Adjust the pressure regulator of the supply air system to a suitable position and
confirm the float of the Precision Bore Flowrator Tube is at a constant level.

5. Insert and fix the Air Flow Tester into the cylinder of the smoke puffer that was
used to allow visual monitoring of the air flow direction.
6. Turn on the gate valve of the air pump system (exhaust air system).
7. Turn on the control valve of the exhaust air system slowly until the smoke
direction of the Air Flow Tester is maintained in a balanced position.
8. Record the readings every 5 seconds up to 9 times.
9. Turn off all gate and control valves for both air systems.
10. Change the size of aperture and repeat above steps to obtain further data.
11. Extend the airflow axial distance by raising the orifice tube and then repeat
above testing steps.

5.2.4 Air-jet experimental data repeatability and validation

Through changing the diameter of apertures, it was possible to obtain the average

velocity of the air-jet as a function of radius. For the minimum aperture radius r,,

was assumed that the velocity of jet flow through the aperture was constant and coul
be determined by:

v1=%. (5-11)
7_r,
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T o calculate the average velocity of the annulus between r M and rt, the air velocity
within the annulus was assumed constant. So the mean velocity in a given annulus was
written as:
v

_Q»~QA^)

(5.12)

'"rif-TTffr
where, i = 1,2,3,..., Qjt is the volumetric flow rate of the air jet through the aperture of

size rs, v;. is the average velocity of the air jet flow through the aperture of size rt.

The schematic of average air velocity for each annulus was plotted against the radius of

each annulus of the aperture, as shown in figure 5.4. To confirm the repeatability of th
velocity profile, the same procedure was carried out after 24 hours delay.

Stream radius (mm)
Figure 5.4 Schematic of average velocity versus stream radius of air jet flow
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The repeatability of the experimental data for average air velocity against the radius of

the air stream is shown in figure 5.5. The square root relative error of the experime
data was calculated by:
(

n

\

(5.13)
n
J

V

where, eri =

l/-V2/

, eri is the relative error of the experimental data, and er is the

square root relative error of the group testing data. The latter was found to be
e =3.28%.
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Figure 5.5 Repeatability of experimental data of variation of air jet velocity flow
with radius of flow stream
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The above indicated that the designed air-jet rig satisfied the requirement of

repeatability. Under the conditions of constant volume of supply air, the data anal
showed that the absolute error for the entire volumetric air jet flow was only 0.07

and the square root relative error er of the velocity profile was 2.65 %. Therefore,
method to measure the quantity of air flow was considered acceptable.

5.2.5 Air-jet experimental results

After the experimental rig calibration and initial experiments, the experimental
investigation of air entrainment in the motion of air jet flow was conducted

systematically. The volume of air entrainment and the velocity profile of the jet fl

were measured under the condition of keeping the air pressure equivalent between the
glass tank and the environment by monitoring the moving direction of the smoke.

5.2.5.1 Volumetric rate of air entrainment

The range of the volume of supply air was from 0.11 L/s to 0.24 L/s. Due to the flow

rate restriction of the air pump, the axial distance between the orifice and measur
aperture was varied from 230 mm to 410 mm. Results from the air jet experiments are

shown in figure 5.6 in the form of the entrainment ratio, ma/mQ, (mass flow of air in

/ supply flow of air) as a function of distance from the jet orifice normalized with

respect to jet orifice diameter d0. The gradient of the linear best fit for all expe

data of the volume of air entrainment in jet was 0.316. In total 35 experiments were
taken to measure the volume of air entrainment in air jet flow.
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Figure 5.6 Variation of volumetric flow rate of air jet with axial distance

5.2.5.2 Velocity profile of air jet

To obtain the data of the velocity profile of air jet flow, the method of using apertu
plates of various diameters was used. In order to compare the experimental results

conveniently, the supply air volumetric flowrate was maintained constant at 0.24 L/s a

four different axial distances of the jet. Eight to eleven different sizes of the aper

also were carried out at a constant axial distance, z . Nine readings were recorded fo
each experiment. So in total approximately 360 readings were taken to obtain the

velocity profile of the air jet flow. The axial distance from the jet orifice to the a
surface was varied from 230 mm to 410 mm. The data from total volumetric flow
through aperture plates of various diameters are shown in figure 5.7 to figure 5.10.
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These figures also show the results of the comparison between the experimental data
and the predictions from air jet theory, (Turner, 1986), (List, 1982).

•

Guassian best fit to expt. data
Air jet theory prediction
Experimental data
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Figure 5.7 Air velocity profile at various radii for z = 229 m m
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Figure 5.8 Air velocity profile at various radii for z = 287 m m
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Gaussian best fit to expt. data
Air jet theory prediction
Experimental data

100

Stream radius, r (mm)
Figure 5.9 Air velocity profile at various radii for z = 359 m m

1.0-i

Gaussian best fit to expt. data
Air jet theory prediction
Experimental data

Stream radius, r (mm)
Figure 5.10 Air velocity profile at various radii for z = 408 m m
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5.2.6 Discussion

The experimental results of entrainment ratio, (n\ + m0)/m0, of an air jet as a function
of non-dimensional distance from the orifice was shown in figure 5.6. The method of

least squares was used to obtain the constant C, of equations (2.76) as 0.32, which was

the gradient of the linear fit to the data in figure 5.6. The value obtained for the c
Cj was found to match the results of Ricou and Spalding (1961) as 0.32. Thus, it could

be said that the experimental data of the air jet provided confidence in the experimen
method for the measurement of the entire volume of air entrainment.

By using aperture plates of various diameters, the velocity profile in the air jet cou

inferred from the volumetric flow through the different openings. The best fit to these
experimental data was found to be a Gaussian distribution. Through the manner of the

least squares calculation to analyse the experimental data, the best fit velocity prof
the Gaussian distribution radius bG and the inferred centreline velocity of the flow vm
are displayed in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1 Gaussian best fit data for air jet tests
Measure axial

Gaussian best fit data

Gaussian best fit data

radius bG ( m m )

centreline velocity v m (m/s)

229

26

1.625

287

32.6

1.269

359

38.8

1.306

408

45.5

0.904

distance z

(mm)
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The observed velocity distributions were found close to the predictions of existing air
jet theory, such as Fischer et al. (1979), Turner (1986), and List (1982), as shown in
figures 5.7 to 5.10. To make quantitative comparisons, the experimental Gaussian best
fit data for experiments with QJ0 = 0.24 L/s and orifice diameter 5 mm were combined
as shown in figure 5.11. The flow Gaussian jet radius, bG, was shown as a function of

axial distance, z . For these particular experimental conditions and using a linear, l
squares bestfitgave:
(5.14)

bG =0.106z

f-1

The jet spreading half-angle, e}, was thus 6.05°, where, #y. = arctan

I zJ
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Figure 5.11 Variation of Gaussian radius, bG, with axial distance, z
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However, based on the experimental method of the entire volume of air entrainment
measurement, the constant C, was found to be 0.376. The corresponding jet spreading
half-angle #; was found to be 6.37° based on equation (5.9). The square root relative
error was 4.85% by comparison of the two different methods. This error was probably
caused by the turbulent effect of the air entrainment if the radius of the aperture

than the radius of the air jet flow. In other words, it was believed that an eddy occ

near the edge of the aperture in the measurements of the velocity profiles of the ai
Therefore, an influence of the various opening sizes of the aperture plates to the
accuracy of the testing results existed. However, the amount of this relative error

considered acceptable in this study for determining the characteristics of air entra
during a process of free falling particles.

The theoretical modeling of air entrainment in air jet flow was given that the momen
flux of the air jet flow may be calculated by:
Mj = Mj0 = v0Qj0.

Turner (1986) gave the dimensional analysis for the centreline velocity of the jet f
in equation (2.80):
vm=kjMjV2z-\

The values of the centreline velocity vm of the experimental Gaussian best fit data
listed in Table 5.1. Thus, For Qj0 = 0.24 L/s and the nozzle diameter d0 = 5 mm, the

average constant kj was found as 6.67 which was close to the results of Fisher et al.
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(1979) w h o reported k} = 6.9. T h e variation of the centreline velocity vm with z was
illustrated in figure 5.12.
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Figure 5.12 Variation of centreline velocity of air jet vm with axial distance z

The calculation of the square root relative error er of the centreline velocity vm
between the experimental data and the predicted Equation (2.88) data was 0.94%.

Hence, the best fit velocity profile of the air jet flow from this experimental data al
matched the prediction curve produced by Turner (1986).

Through the analysis of experimental data, the quantity of air entrainment in the air jet
flow Qa varied with respect to the axial distance of the jet z is shown in figure 5.13.
The volume of the entrained air increased with the extension of the axial distance
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between the nozzle and measurement aperture. The quantity of air entrainment
increased with increasing volume of supply air for a given axial distance.

Prediction in Q 70=0.192 L/s
Prediction in Q.0=0.170 L/s
Prediction in Q =0.142 L/s
• Expt. data in Q.=0.192 L/s
6- -<- Expt. data in Q =0.170 L/s
• Expt. data in Q„ =0.142 L/s
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Figure 5.13 Variation of volume of air entrainment Qa with axial distance z
predicted by equation (5.10)

To compare the variations of the velocity distribution at different cross sections of the
principal area of the air jet flow, the predicted curves that were produced by the
experimental Gaussian best fit data, for experiments with Qj0 = 0.241 L/s were

combined as indicated in figure 5.14 at following distances from the nozzle: z = 229
z = 287, z = 359, and z = 408 mm. The velocity profile becomes "lower" and spreads
"wider" with increasing axial distance of the air jet flow. This indicates that the
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quantity of entrained air increases with the extension of the axial distance. These

characteristics showed that the measurement of the air jet in this experiment matches th
velocity profile of Gaussian distribution by other researches, such as Fischer et al.
(1979) and List (1982).

z = 229mm
z = 287mm
z = 359 mm
z = 408 mm
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Figure 5.14 Variation of velocity profile of air jet (QJ0 = 0.241 L/s)

The results of the air jet experiment demonstrate that the experimental data obtained in
this study match these of the previous researches of free air jet study. Hence, the

method to measure the quantity of entrained air and entrained air velocity profile of th

air jet flow appears acceptable. The designed testing rig satisfies the requirements for
the experimental study. Therefore, the study of the velocity distribution and the

entrainment of air jet flow presented here provides good confidence in this experimental
method. The testing method was validated and can be used to measure the
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characteristics of entrained air during the process of free falling particles from the
discharging hopper.

5.3 Experimental data repeatability for air entrainment in a
particulate stream

The above section introduced the validation of the designed experimental method that

used aperture plates of various diameters to obtain data on velocity profile within flo
streams. Following this validation of the test rig, it can then be used for the
investigation of air entrainment in the process of free falling particles. The supply
sub-system in the air jet experiment was replaced by the double-hopper arrangement

system to produce a constant mass flow rate of bulk material for different particle dro
heights. The experiments to measure the volume of entrained air in the process of free
falling particles, the velocity distribution of the air entrainment and the mass flow

of bulk materials should be performed at steady state conditions and must be repeatable
at any time. These basic requirements were necessary and essential to confirm the

description of the behaviour of the air entrainment in free falling particles. However,

one of the possible problems that could occur in the experiments was the fluctuation of

bulk solid mass flow rate, such as fluctuation of the material mass flow at outlet of t
hopper, the entrained air flow fluctuation within the particle falling stream, and the
measurement reading fluctuation of the flowrator, and so on. Although the method of
installing of a pressure relief tube in the discharging hopper to release the existing

interstitial air pressure resistance within the hopper was carried out, small fluctuat

in the mass flow from the outlet of the discharging hopper still existed. In addition,

pressure regulator that was installed in the air extraction system of the rig could not
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eliminate the fluctuation completely of the air pressure from the supply air system in
testing. Therefore, initial tests were needed to check the repeatability of the
experiments.
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Figure 5.15 Repeatability of experimental data of variation of entrained air against
stream radius inferred from average volumetric flow rates, mp = 0.059 kg/s,
z = 920 mm, alumina powder (d =96 pm, p =2465 kg/s, and pb =1010 kg/m3)

The method of using aperture plates of various diameters to measure the volumetric

flow through the different opening sizes was the same as in the air jet experiment. To

obtain the entire volume flow rate of the entrained air in a falling particle plume p
through the aperture at a constant drop height, the repeated tests should be carried
determine the right size of the aperture diameter. The value of the average velocity
within each annulus of the apertures was calculated by equation (5.12), and was
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illustrated in figure 5.4. The repeatability of entrained air velocity experimental
a drop height of z = 920 mm and an alumina mass flow rate of m = 0.059 kg/s is

shown in figure 5.15. The square root relative error of the experimental data for the

initial two days of repeated tests was er = 5.85 %. Therefore, this method to measure
the quantity of air flow in a particle plume was considered acceptable.

5.4 Test procedure for air entrainment by particles in free fall

To measure the air entrainment in the particle falling stream, it was necessary and

essential to maintain a constant mass flow rate of the bulk solids from the outlet o

discharging hopper. Some basic important parameters also should be recorded, such as

particle size distribution, particle density, material drop height, solids mass flow
and outlet opening size of the discharging hopper. All of these parameters should be
varied in experiments to obtain the relationship of these parameters with the

characteristics of the air entrainment in particles free fall. Therefore, several gr
experiments were carried out in the study.

5.4.1 Measurement of mass flow rate

To obtain a record of the mass of particles flowing from the test hopper versus
discharge time, a YEW type 3066 Chart Recorder was used in the experiments. To
ensure accuracy and repeatability of the mass flow rate readings, four to nine runs
conducted for each material and each outlet size of the discharging hopper and also
drop height level.
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At the beginning of the test, the recorder system (including loading cells and
instruments) was calibrated to check the calibration constants. The details of the
calibration procedure for the recorder system and the procedure for mass flow rate
measurement are contained in Appendix C.

5.4.2 Measurement of air entrainment

The experiment to investigate the characteristics of air entrainment under particles free
fall conditions was designed by using aperture plates of various diameters. The volume
of entrained air within the particle stream was measured directly in the experiment.
However, the velocity profile of the entrained air in particle plume was inferred from
the volumetric flow thorough the different opening sizes of aperture. The details of the
measurement of the air entrainment are provided in Appendix C.

5.5 Bulk material properties and test procedure

Since the purpose of this study was to investigate air entrainment in the process of free
falling bulk solids, it was necessary to determine the relevant properties of the bulk
solids. The flow of the particles from the discharging hopper depended on the shape of

the hopper and particle characteristics, such as: half angle of the hopper outlet, hopper
outlet size, particle size, particle size distribution, and particle shape, etc. These
properties could have a strong effect on the behaviour of the particles in the motion of
free fall. In the general case, these properties may be divided into two groups of
characteristics, such as the flow properties of the particles, and the physical and
geometric characteristics for both the bulk solids and the discharging hopper.
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5.5.1 Particle size and particle size distribution

The size of a spherical particle is uniquely defined by its diameter. However, the exact

size of an irregular particle can not be measured. For a non spherical particle, it can b
described as an "equivalent diameter' that depends on the method of measurement.

This refers to the diameter of a spherical particle that could behave in the same manner
as the particle when submitted to some specified case.

In the study of bulk material handling operations, particles of flow streams usually are

not of uniform size. The size of the bulk material usually varied within a certain range.
The size distribution of a powder sample often is displayed as a graph to give a clear
understanding of the particle size distribution at a glance. The representative diameter
used in this study is median particle size ds0. In order to display this conveniently in
this study, the median value of the particle size is defined as dp .

There is a wide range of methods used to measure the particle size distribution of a
material. Using laser diffraction to analyse the particle size distribution of the bulk
material in this study yielded a reasonably accurate result. The instrument used to
obtain this result was a Malvern Laser Diffraction Particle Sizer (2600 series). Since
the Malvern Laser Diffraction Particle Sizer, figure 5.16, can size particles up to 565
pm, particle sizes in excess of 565 pm were measured by a vibrating sieve shaker.
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Figure 5.16 Malvern Laser Diffraction Particle Sizer

The Malvern Laser Diffraction Particle Sizer is a measuring instrument that comprises
an optical measurement unit and a computer system. The Malvern instrument uses laser
light scattering techniques to measure the size of the sample material. The basic
configuration of the laser working system is shown in figure 5.17. The analysis result
of the laser testing indicated that the median particle size used in this work was the
volume percentile median diameter (volume diameter at 50% point of the cumulative

particle size distribution). Table 5.2 shows an example of the experimental result of a
particle count of alumina powder. The result indicates that the median value of the
alumina particle size dp in this experiment was 97 um. The relative frequency of each

particle size and the percentage undersize contour were plotted in figure 5.18 by using
the result of Table 5.2.
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Fig 5.17 Schematic of configuration of the Malvern working system

Table 5.2 Experimental result of particle size distribution (alumina powder)

High Under High Under High Under
%
% Size
Size
% Size
564
524
488
454
422
392
365
339
315
293
273

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

254
236
219
204
190
176
164
153
142
132
123

99.9
99.9
99.9
99.9
99.8
99
98
96
93
89.2
83.3

114
106
98.6
91.7
85.3
79.3
73.8
68.6
63.8
59.3
55.2

75.2
64.8
52.9
41.0
30.4
22.0
16.2
12.3
9.9
8.5
7.7

High Under High Under High Under
Size
% Size
%
% Size
51.3
47.7
44.4
41.2
38.4
35.7
33.2
30.8
28.7
26.7
24.8

7.0
6.3
5.4
4.4
3.4
2.5
1.8
1.3
1.0
0.9
0.9

23.1
21.4
19.9
18.5
17.2
16.0
14.9
13.9
12.9
12.0
11.2

0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.8
0.8
0.7
0.7
0.6
0.5

10.4
9.64
8.97
8.34
7.76
7.21
6.71
6.24
5.80

0.4
0.4
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.1

Span
0.72
DC4,3]
97.75/MI|

DC3.23
80.49#mj
DCv.O.H
133.44//m
D[v,0.1]
64.09/-BI

Beam length = 20.0 mm Model indp
DCv,0.5]
Log. Diff. = 3.841
0.0188% 96.90/jm
Volume Cone.
Focal length = 300 mm Obscuration = 0.1303
Sp.S.A 0.0745 ma/cc.
Presentation = pia
Volume distribution
Source =

: Sample
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Figure 5.18 Particle size distribution of alumina powder

5.5.2 Particle density a n d test p r o c e d u r e

Particle density is also called solids density, which is the actual density of a solid
particle. It is the mass of the particle divided by the particle volume. The particle
volume of a sample was obtained using a Gas Stereopycnometer Analyser that is shown
in figure 5.19. The mass of the sample was weighted on a Mettle PC 4400 electronic
scale.

The working principle of the pycnometer was based on the displacement of air within
the sample by a supplied gas. The weighed sample was placed into the pycnometer, and

the existing air within the sample was displaced by a volume of gas that was measured.
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The particle density of the sample then could be calculated. The measurement
procedure is outlined below.
1. Place weighed sample of the tested bulk material into the vessel.
2. Place the vessel into the pycnometer and screw down to form an airtight seal.
3. Follow the instructions of the pycnometer operation.
4. Perform a calculation from obtained testing result to determine the particle
density.
5. Repeat the experiment 5 more times to get an average volume of the particle
density of the tested bulk material sample.

Figure 5.19 G a s Stereopycnometer Analyser
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5.5.3 Bulk density and test procedure

Bulk density of a bulk material is the mass of particles divided by the occupied volume
of the total particles and voids within the material. This is an important conversion
parameter from a volumetric system to a mass system in the bulk material field study.
In the prediction of flowrate of a bulk material from a discharging hopper, the bulk
density is usually considered as a constant parameter. Bulk density can be influenced

by numerous parameters such as the particle density, particle size distribution, particl
shape, the degree of aeration or compaction and the amount of material degradation.

Hence, the bulk density of a material may vary with different locations of stockpiles at
the same time or vary in the same location at different times. Therefore, the specified
bulk density, such as loose poured bulk density, dense packed density and tapped
density, are defined in an attempt to identify the bulk density at different compaction

states. To consider the characteristic of the particle state in this study, the method t
measure the bulk density of a material is to pour a pre-weighted mass of the bulk
material into a measuring cylinder and read the volume directly off the cylinder. Thus,
the obtained bulk density is called the loose poured bulk density. The procedure to
measure the loose poured bulk density is outlined below.
1. Clean a 500 ml measuring cylinder and record its weight by the electronic
scales.
2. Incline the cylinder and slowly filled the testing sample material into the
cylinder.
3. Place the cylinder in the vertical state and read the volume.
4. Weigh the filled cylinder and record results using the electronic scales.
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5. Repeat the test 5 more times to obtain an average value of the loose poured bulk
density.

Finally, it is necessary to mention that the particle shape and particle roughness of the
other particle characteristics can also influence the bulk density. Since the material

density is directly measured in testing, the influence of the particle shape and roughness
is included in these effects implicitly.
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CHAPTER 6
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

6.1 Introduction
Chapter 3 presented the theoretical model developed to describe the characteristics of
air entrainment in the free falling particle plume. To validate this theoretical model,
experimental work was carried out in the Centre for Bulk Solids and Particulate
Technologies Laboratory. In this chapter, the experimental results for testing of bulk
material properties and volume of air entrainment and determination of velocity profile
of air entrainment are presented. The analysis of velocity measurement and behaviour
of free falling particle plume also is carried out.

It should be noted that for a bulk material with a wide particle size distribution, it i
possible to control the mass flow precisely during or between experimental runs with
the same hopper outlet diameter. In addition, as mentioned in Chapter 5, fluctuation of

the material mass flow from the outlet of hoppers appeared during some tests despite the

release tube installed (refer figure 4.4). Moreover, some other factors may cause slight

differences in mass flow rate, such as the existing interstitial air pressure resistance
within the hopper, the time of material existing in the double hopper arrangement, the
speed of the filling poured bulk solids from the filling funnel (in figure 4.3), and so
Thus, the changes in environmental conditions and the samples of bulk material may
have caused slight differences in the mass flow rate between experiments. The mass
flow rate average over the course of an experiment was used in the experimental data
calculation and analysis.
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6.2 Experimental results of bulk material properties

As described in Chapter 5, bulk material properties include the solids density, bulk
density in the loose poured condition, particle size and particle size distribution.

Variations of these material properties can influence the quantity of entrainment air
free falling particles significantly. Hence, it was necessary to gather the database

bulk material properties to investigate the relationships between these properties an
volume of air entrainment in the process of particles free falling.

In order to investigate the effect of material properties on the quantity of air entr

under materials free fall conditions, alumina, sand and corvic vinyl were selected fo
testing. The average bulk material properties in this project are expressed in table

Table 6.1 Results of bulk material properties testing
Material

Alumina

Sand

Corvic vinyl

Particle size ( p m )

96

367

116

Bulk density (kg/m 3 )

1010

1400

512

Particle density (kg/m 3 )

2465

2803

1487

6.3 Velocity profile of entrained air in particle plume

It is important to understand the characteristics of the velocity profile of the entr
air in the free falling particle plume in the theoretical work of the volume flux of
entrainment. As shown in figure 3.1, the entrained air within the particle plume, has
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similarities with other buoyancy-driven air flows such as thermal plumes, which were

considered in Chapter 2. It is useful to compare velocity profiles for different types

plumes, so as to facilitate understanding of the behaviour of particle plumes in diffe
situations. The Gaussian distribution provides a good method to describe the behaviour
of the self-similarity of buoyancy-driven flows, such as the miscible plume and the
bubble plume. The profile of velocity in miscible plumes may be described by the
Gaussian distribution and are 'bell-shaped' as shown in figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1 "Bell shaped" Gaussian distribution profile

The Gaussian distribution is expressed as:
v = vGe-r^,

(6.1)

where, v is the local velocity within the stream flow, r is the radius within the stream,
vr is the maximum velocity of the plume at the centreline, and bG is the radius of the
Gaussian distribution.

To find out the radius of the plume and the average velocity of the plume flow, the tophat velocity profile may be used so as to facilitate undertaking experimental data
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analysis in figure 6.2. Equations (3.54) and (3.55) expressed the relationship between
the Gaussian distribution velocity profile and the top-hat average velocity profile.

h b H

Figure 6.2 Gaussian velocity profile and top-hat average velocity profile

To obtain the experimental data of velocity profile of air entrainment, the falling parti
plume passed through an aperture in figure 6.3. The size of the aperture can be
alternated to obtain the value of the average velocity within each annulus of the
apertures, figure 5. To determine the air velocity and the radius of particle plume, the
experimental data for each drop height z and mass flow rate thp were fitted to a
Gaussian distribution using least squares method to minimize the sum of the squares of
the deviations, (Montgomery, 1994). Examples of typical velocity profile data, within
the plume generated by the falling particles, as inferred from the volumetric flow rate
data gathered from the apparatus are shown in figures 6.4 to 6.6, where z is the drop
height. The velocity profile is seen to be modelled reasonably well by a Gaussian
distribution.
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Figure 6.4 Velocity profile of entrained air, mass flow rate mp=
920 mm, r0= 9.5 mm, alumina (vG = 1.975 m/s, bG = 19.4 mm)
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Figures A.l to A.29 (refer to Appendix A) show the velocity profile that described by
the Gaussian distribution and experimental results for different bulk materials and
process parameters. It can be seen from these figures that the entrained air velocity
increases with both increasing mass flow rate of the material and increasing material
drop height. It can be seen also in these figures that the Gaussian distributions agree
favourably with the experimental data.

Figures 6.7 to 6.9 illustrate typical variations of three different bulk materials in the
velocity of the entrained air against the radius of the stream at different drop heights
under the same nominal mass flow rate. It should be noted that there is significant
scatter in the data for a number of reasons as given in the introduction section. Thus,
the changes in environmental conditions and samples of bulk material may have caused
slight differences in mass flow rate between experiments.

It can be seen that velocities clearly increase with drop height as one might intuitively

expect. The fact that the velocity profiles of the entrained air are described adequately
by the Gaussian model suggests that the flow is self-similar at the drop heights
investigated.

The effect of mass flow rate on the velocity profiles at a given drop height is illustrat

in figures 6.10 to 6.12. Increasing the mass flow rate results in an increase in both the

velocity at a given location (and hence overall volumetric flow rate) and also results in
an increase in the radius, bG, of the Gaussian profile.
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Figure 6.7 Velocity of entrained air against radius of stream at different drop
heights for same nominal material mass flow mp= 0.075 kg/s, alumina
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Figure 6.8 Velocity of entrained air against radius of stream at different drop
heights for same nominal material mass flow mp= 0.0667 kg/s, sand
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Figure 6.9 Velocity of entrained air against radius of stream at different drop
heights for same nominal material mass flow mp= 0.0287 kg/s, corvic vinyl
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Figure 6.10 Velocity profile of entrained air as a function of bulk solid mass flow
rate mp for particles drop height z = 920 m m , alumina
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Figure 6.11 Velocity profile of entrained air as a function of bulk solid mass flow
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Figure 6.12 Velocity profile of entrained air as a function of bulk solid mass flow
rate mp for particles drop height z = 720 m m , corvic vinyl
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Particle velocity

The particle velocity is another important parameter in the approach of particles free
falling. Basic physics provides the equation to describe the velocity of an object under
free fall in a vacuum as:
v 2

/ = vo2 + 2gz> (6-2)

where, vf is the final velocity of the falling object.

A single spherical particle free falling in the quiescent air under the action of
gravitational force will accelerate until the drag force just balances the gravitational

force, after which it will continue to fall at a constant velocity known as the free-set
velocity or terminal velocity, vt. The formula to calculate v, can be determined as
folio wings:

f-,'(p.-p.)*-f-,2fV--. («)
Equation (3.25) showed the formula to calculate the drag coefficient in the case of free
falling particles from the outlet of a hopper, i.e. CD = 10/Re2/3. This may lead equation
(6.3) to be rearranged as:

'2s(p,-p>//!f

(6.4)

v

,

1c
l5

Pa

V3

2/3

Pa

However, the characteristics of a single particle in the free falling process are different
from a stream of free falling particles. Therefore, it is useful to investigate the
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relationship between the velocity of the stream of particles and the drop height fir
before discussion the quantity of air entrainment in free falling bulk materials.

6.4.1 Particle velocity measurement methodology

The variation of particle velocity of the free falling particles, from the initial p
velocity at the outlet of the hopper to the terminal velocity in the miscible plume

was investigated. Due to the restricted height of the test rig (3.9 m), a group of s
hoppers was designed to study the particle plume (e.g. r0 = 1 mm) at low mass flow
rates. The Centre for Bulk Solids and Particulate Technologies Laboratory provided a
Phantom High Speed Digital Camera (figure 6.13) to record the images of the falling
stream. The program of Phantom High Speed Camera Software PC Version 3.3.292-PO
(Vision Research, Inc. USA) was used to pre-process the images.

Figure 6.13 P h a n t o m High Speed Digital C a m e r a
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Subsequently, the INSIGHT PIV Image Capture, Analysis and Display Software (TSI
Incorporated, USA) was used to analyse two subsequent images to obtain particle
velocity data. The INSIGHT program analysis was based on auto-, cross- and the

patented "hart" correlation algorithms for the analysis of particle images. From pair
such images, the INSIGHT analysis algorithms provided particle displacement and
velocity information for the entire flow region.

Cross correlation is a standard method of estimating velocity from two images. The
INSIGHT program can recognize different intensity levels from the "Interrogation
Windows" on each image. An example of two subsequent images near the outlet of a

hopper, and resultant vectors from the INSIGHT Program analysis is presented in figu
6.14. Due to the fact that the interval time between two images was so small

(t = 6.11X10"4 s) it is hard to see differences between the two images through visua
inspection.

6.4.2 Velocity measurement limitations

When the program acquires the images, the "Area of Interest" must be defined manuall

on the screen and this is used to calculate and display velocity vectors. The maximu
"Whole Field" field covered by the program was 1000x1000 pixels and the minimum
size of the "Interrogation Windows" was 16x16 pixels. The "Area of Interest" for the
present study was set as approximately as 64 x 432 pixels as shown in figure 6.15.
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Figure 6.14 Example of two subsequent images near outlet of a hopper, and
resultant vectors (enlarged image) determined using the INSIGHT Program,
mp = 3.815 g/s, r0 = 2.5 mm, time interval between two images dt = 6.11x10 s,
alumina

Therefore, there were four "Interrogation Windows" in each row and 27 in each column

in the defined "Area of Interest". Each "Interrogation Windows" produced a velocity

vector in the processed image. A drop height 70 mm of falling particles was matche

the height of the "Interrogation Windows" of 432 pixels. The "Pulse Separation Valu

was given as dT = 611 ps. Hence, for this particular study, the minimum velocity th
could be reliably measured by the INSIGHT program was approximately 0.27 m/s.
Thus, in figures 6.24 to 6.26, only velocity above this threshold is valid.
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Figure 6.15 Schematic of I N S I G H T program processing image

6.4.3 Behaviour of free falling particle plume

Two materials, alumina and corvic vinyl, were used in the digital image investigation

free falling particle plume. The frame rate of the recorded particle images was 16

frames per second. Figures 6.16 to 6.23 show that the core of the falling stream o

particulate material does not expand significantly horizontal in the direction. The co

in fact, contracts immediately after exit of the hopper outlet and thereafter maintain
approximately constant radius for a considerable height, in the region of Zone 1.
shown in these figures, the dilation of the particulate material was not homogeneous,

and the core of the stream appears to break up into a series of individual particl
"clouds", in the region of Zone 2. It can be seen that the dilation behaviour was
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strongly dependent on the hopper outlet diameter and hence the bulk solid mass flow.

The scale on the left is marked in 10 mm intervals for all images. Table 6.2 expresse

the variation of mass flow rate with radius of outlet of hoppers for two different bu
materials, based on figures 6.16 to 6.23.

Table 6.2 Variation of mass flow rates with radius of outlet of hoppers in particle
velocity testing

Material

Radius of outlet r0 ( m m )

M a s s flow rate mp (g/s)

Alumina

1.00

0.273

Alumina

1.75

1.104

Alumina

2.50

3.815

Corvic vinyl

1.00

0.144

Corvic vinyl

1.75

0.558

Corvic vinyl

2.50

1.956

The cloud size of the core of the particle stream appears to reduce with the extension of

the particle drop height. Zone 3 is defined as the region where the particle "clouds"

have disappeared. The mixture density is relatively dilute at Zone 3 in figures 6.19

6.23, and the mixture of air and particles descends in a manner similar to a miscible
plume situation (figures 6.19 and 6.23).
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(c) r0 = 2.5 m m

Figure 6.16 Free falling alumina particle stream at z = 0 - 70 mm

(a) r0 = 1 m m

(b) r0 = 1.75 m m

(c) r0 = 2.5 m m

Figure 6.17 Free falling alumina particle stream at z = 200 - 320 mm
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(c) r0 = 2.5 m m

Figure 6.18 Free falling alumina particle stream at z = 700 - 790 mm

(a) r0 = 1 m m

(b) r0 =1.75 m m

(c) r0 = 2.5 m m

Figure 6.19 Free falling alumina particle stream at z = 900 -1000 m m
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(c) r0 = 2.5 m m

Figure 6.20 Free falling corvic vinyl particle stream at z = 0 - 70 m

(a) r0 = 1 m m

(b) r0 = 1.75 m m

(c) r0 = 2.5 m m

Figure 6.21 Free faUing corvic vinyl particle stream at z = 230-320 m
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(c) r0 = 2.5 m m

Figure 6.22 Free falling corvic vinyl particle stream at z = 700 - 790

(a)r0=lmm

(b)r 0 =1.75mm

(c) r0 = 2.5 m m

Figure 6.23 Free falling corvic vinyl particle stream at z = 900 -1000
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6.4.4 Validation of image data

It can be seen from comparison of figures 6.24 to 6.26 that, given the limitations of t
image analysis process, the equation of velocity in vacuum result is in qualitative
agreement with the experimental image data. There is scatter near the outlet of the
hopper. The offset between theory and experiment may be due to the particles on the

outside of the stream moving less quickly than the core of the stream. The experimental
data near the outlet of the hopper from the INSIGHT program analysis is not
sufficiently accurate due to the calculation results from two subsequent images being
below the resolution of the particle tracking system.

In order to understand the behaviour of the free falling particles in the particle plum

the investigation involved a relatively small mass flow rate as indicated in figure 6.1
6.23. A detailed comparison of the experimental results and the theoretical model for

these small mass flow rates will be introduced in Chapter 7 after discussion of the air
entrainment constant a is presented.
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Figure 6.24 Variation of velocity of particle stream with particle drop height mp1.10 g/s, r0= 1.75 m m , alumina (Zonel)
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Figure 6.25 Variation of velocity of particle stream with particle drop height mp3.82 g/s, r0= 2.5 m m , alumina (Zonel)
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Figure 6.26 Variation of velocity of particle stream with particle drop height m =
0.14 g/s, r0 = 1 m m , corvic vinyl (Zonel)

6.5

Volumetric air entrainment

Chapter 3 presented a theoretical model to describe the behaviour of air entrainment in

free falling particle plumes. To find the quantity of air entrainment in free fal

particles, equations (3.41), (3.57), (3.61) were solved by the finite difference m
Except for the air entrainment constant a, all other parameters such as particle

pp, bulk density pb, particle diameter distribution dp, radius of outlet of the ho
r0, mass flow rate of the material m particle drop height z, the quantity of air
entrainment Qa, were known for each air entrainment experiment.
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Three kinds of bulk materials (alumina, sand and corvic vinyl) were used and examples
of typical volumetric air entrainment experimental data for each material are shown in

figures 6.27 to 6.29. It can been seen that the quantity of the air entrainment Qa in the
particle plume increases with both increasing drop height z and increasing mass flow
rate mp of bulk material.

Comparisons of the predicted and experimental volumetric air entrainment for the
different materials under the same operating conditions are presented in the next
Chapter.
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Figure 6.27 V o l u m e of air entrainment against particle drop height, alumina
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CHAPTER 7
COMPARISON AND DISCUSSION

7.1 Introduction

Here the significance of the theoretical model of the air entrainment in free falling
particle plumes developed in Chapter 3 is discussed by comparison with the

experimental results in the studies of entrained air velocity profile, particle veloc

quantity of air entrainment in the process of free falling particles in different mat

properties and operating conditions. The experimental results also provided informati
on the spreading angle of the entrained air flow in the particle plume. The particle
velocity, stream coefficient of the particle plume and the volume of air entrainment
free falling particle plumes are also discussed and compared with past work.

7.2 Velocity profile of entrained air

The determination of the velocity profile of entrained air is helpful in understandin

characteristics of air entrainment in free falling particles. The experimental result
varied with bulk materials and material operations (such as mass flow rate, particle
height) and have been displayed in figures 6.7 to 6.12. To find the velocity profile
differences between the air entrainment of the particle plume and previous plumes

research, it is necessary to compare the velocity profiles of the particle plume, the
Boussinesq miscible plume and the non-Boussinesq miscible plume for the same
magnitude of the buoyancy flux.
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It is noted that the entrainment coefficient is taken to be 0.1 for Boussinesq miscible
plumes (Sandberg, 1989), and 0.13 for non-Boussinesq miscible plumes (Rooney and

Linden, 1997) in this chapter. The formulae to predict the Boussinesq miscible plu

and the non-Boussinesq miscible plume in figures 7.1 and 7.2 provided by equations
2.36, 2.37, 2.41, 2.42, 2.44, 2.45, 2.46 and 2.47 in Chapter 2. The density ratio

typical non-Boussinesq miscible plume was also given by Rooney and Linden (1997) i
Chapter 2.
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Figure 7.1 Comparison of velocity profiles on same nominal buoyancy flux B =
7.71X10"4 m4/s3 of entrained air in particle plume, z = 920 mm, thp= 0.0794 kg/s,
d = 96 pm, pb = 1010 kg/m3, p = 2465 kg/m3, (alumina)

In figures 7.1 to 7.2, the comparisons show that, the particle plume velocity profiles are

significantly different from the miscible plumes and that, the air velocity near th
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centreline of the particle p l u m e is greater than both the Boussinesq plume and the nonBoussinesq plume. The radii of the miscible plumes are significantly larger than the
radius of the particle plume.
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Figure 7.2 C o m p a r i s o n of velocity profiles o n s a m e nominal buoyancy flux B =
5.5X10"4 m4/s3 of entrained air in particle plume, z= 720 mm, mp= 0.0287 kg/s,
d =116 pm, pb = 512 kg/m3, p = 1487 kg/m3, (corvic vinyl)

However, figures 6.16 to 6.23 indicated that, beyond Z o n e 1, the core of particle stream
breaks up into a series of individual "clouds" of particles and the mixture density
(particles and entrained air) is relatively dilute and the mixture of entrained air and
particles descends in a manner similar to a miscible particle plume.
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An issue of particular interest in the present research is the horizontal rate of sp
the entrained air stream and whether this differs significantly from that of other
entrainment flows. In Chapter 2, it was shown that a miscible plumes could be

modelled quite accurately using relatively simple equations relating volumetric flow,

velocity, radius, etc. to the independent parameters of elevation, z, and "buoyancy f

B. The location of the "virtual source" of the plume (i.e. where z = 0) coincides with
the actual source of a "pure" miscible plume since miscible plume theory assumes the
plume source to have zero volume and momentum flows. It is therefore of considerable

interest in the present context to determine the "virtual origin or source" of the en
air flow generated by the falling particle plume in figure 7.3.

7.3 Spreading angle

To investigate horizontal rate of spread of the entrained air flow, the spreading angl
which illustrated in figure 7.3 is introduced in this approach. The angle between the

centreline of the particle plume and the plume radius is defined as the spreading angl

es. The origin length z0 is defined as the distance between the outlet of the hopper t
the virtual origin of the particle plume.

The spreading angle es is expressed as:

es = arctan -. r, (7.1)
[z + z0)
where, z0 is a height of virtual origin of the particle plume.
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Morton (1956) solved the governing equations for a miscible plume analytically to find
the location of the virtual source of a "forced" plume. In the current situation, where

is not yet clear how the particle stream behaves, a simpler approach is to simply take t
Gaussian radius of the particle stream and extrapolate back to the point where this is
zero as shown in figure 7.3.

virtual origin
M

-rrr-

I

i

\

1

centreline
hopper

outlet of hopper
radius of particle
plume, b
"i>;Hr' < , +

core of particle
plume
velocity profile of
entrained air

Figure 7.3 Schematic of the spreading angle and the location of the "virtual origin"
of the particle plume

To make quantitative comparisons, the experimental Gaussian best fit data of different

materials are shown in figures 7.4 to 7.6. Here the radius of the particle plume (the ha

width of the air particle mixture stream), b, is shown as a function of distance from th
hopper outlet, z. Using this approach, the experimental Gaussian best fit data alumina
for experiments where the nominal mass flow rate is th = 0.074 kg/s and radius of the
hopper outlet is 9.1 m m can be shown in figure 7.4 as radius, b, as a function of
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distance from the virtual origin, z . For these particular experimental conditions and
using a linear, least squares best fit to the data of the radius, b, of entrained air
found to be:
b = 0.0212z + 0.0098

From this relationship the spreading angle, 0S, of the particle plume can be deduced by

using equation (7.1), that is 6S = 1.21°. The results for the experiments carried out f

both different mass flow rates and different materials are shown in tables 7.1 to 7.3.
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Table 7.1 Air entrainment stream spreading angles 0S and virtual origin locations
z0 as a function of bulk solid mass flow rate (alumina)

mp (kg/s)

r0 (m)

b (m)

0, O

z0 (m)

0.0435

0.0075

0.0243 z+0.0120

1.392

-0.494

0.0606

0.0092

0.0231 z+0.0109

1.323

-0.472

0.0740

0.0091

0.0212 z+0.0098

1.214

-0.463

0.0995

0.0114

0.0250 z +0.0112

1.432

-0.448

Table 7.2 Air entrainment stream spreading angles es and virtual origin locations
z0 as a function of bulk solid mass flow rate (sand)

mp (kg/s)

r0 (m)

Mm)

o.n

z 0 (m)

0.0108

0.0035

0.0246 z+0.0108

1.409

-0.439

0.0667

0.0066

0.0267 z+0.0186

1.529

-0.697

0.1389

0.0091

0.0278 z+0.0194

1.590

-0.698

Table 7.3 Air entrainment stream spreading angles es and virtual origin locations
z0 as a function of bulk solid mass flow rate (corvic vinyl)

mp (kg/s)

r_ (m)

Mm)

0, (°)

z 0 (m)

0.0134

0.0066

0.0322 z+0.0117

1.844

-0.363

0.0287

0.0091

0.0317z+0.0158

1.816

-0.498

In Chapter 2, jet and plume theory provided a link between the spreading angle of the
plume (or jet) and the "entrainment constant a", that relates the velocity of
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surrounding fluid entering the plume. For virtual point sources of buoyancy (i.e. wh
z0 =0) the following relations have been reported by previous researchers, Hunt
(1999), Leitch and Baines (1989):

b=—az = l .2az (for a pure miscible plume),

4
b = —az = l .33az (for a weak bubble plume).

Fischer et al. (1979) gave the equation (2.78) to express the relationship between th

Gaussian radius and the jet flow distance in jet theory investigation. Thus, the radi
the jet stream may be given as:
6 = 0.107zxV2=0.151z.

The value of the entrainment constant a is approximately 0.083 for a miscible plume
(Hunt, 1999). Leitch and Baines (1989) used the same value for their bubble plumes

investigation. Hence, spreading angles 0S for different types of plume can be calcula
from the above formulas and may be summarized as:
forced plume (j et): 0^=8.6
weak bubble plume: 0S =6.3
miscible plume: es =5.7
particle stream, corvic vinyl (present work): ds =1.8
particle stream, sand (present work): 9S = 1.5
particle stream, alumina (present work): 9S =1.3 .
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To the knowledge of the present author this is the first data to have been presented on

the velocity distribution in a flow generated by a stream of free-falling bulk material

The results are interesting in that the spreading rate of the particle stream flow appe
to be significantly less than that of miscible plumes, jets or bubble plumes. This is
possibly because of several fundamental differences between the particle stream and

these other plumes or jets. Such differences include the facts that: i) the particle str
flow involves two phase flow where the ambient is less dense than the original plume
source by several orders of magnitude; ii) the particles in the "core" of the particle
stream behave quite differently to bubbles in a bubble plume (as shown in figures 6.16
to 6.23 where the core initially breaks up into distinct "clouds" of particles before
eventually degenerating into a more homogeneous flow); iii) because the particle stream

flow is characterised by very large differences between the density of the initial stre
and the ambient this means the Boussinesq approximation that is often used in the

analysis of miscible plumes is not valid in the present situation (as discussed by Roon
and Linden, 1996).

The greater the spreading angle, 9S, the stronger is the entrainment of the surrounding
fluid into the main flow. From comparisons between the three bulk materials, it was

found that corvic vinyl has a higher level of air entrainment than sand and alumina. Th

alumina has lesser ability to induced surrounding air into the particle stream than san

The results presented above using the radius of the particle plume to predict the virtu

origin of the plume indicates that this origin is a significant distance above the outl
the hopper as compared to the drop height. This would suggest that, the particle plume

is probably not fully developed. A hypothesis supported by the qualitative photographic
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observations in figure 6.16 which indicate that the form of the falling stream cha
with increasing drop height.

7.4 Volumetric air entrainment

For given material properties, process parameters and the air entrainment constant

the bulk material, the theoretical model developed in Chapter 3 can predict the

qualitative relationship between the volume of air entrainment in the particle plu

mass flow rate and drop height. To determine the air entrainment constant, the met

of the least squares was used to best fit the experimental data to the theoretical

that was developed in Chapter 3 (equations (3.41), (3.57), (3.61)). The air entrainme

constant a obtained from best fits to each experimental data are shown in tables 7
7.6. The values of the mass flow rate mp and the radius of hopper outlet r0 are
based on the obtained average experimental data.

Table 7.4 Air entrainment constant a (alumina, dp = 96 pm, pp = 2465 kg/m ,
pb= 1010 kg/m3)

mp (kg/s)

r0 ( m m )

a

0.0209

5.5

0.0192

0.0551

9.3

0.0197

0.0666

9.2

0.02

0.0829

9.4

0.0196
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Average air entrainment constant a for alumina is:
«a/„m,na= 0-0196

Table 7.5 Air entrainment constant a (sand, dp = 367 pm, pp = 2803 kg/m3, pb =
1400 kg/m3)
mp (kg/s)

r0 ( m m )

a

0.0108

3.5

0.0203

0.0667

6.6

0.0216

0.1389

9.1

0.0212

Average air entrainment constant a for sand is:
« w =0.021

Table 7.6 Air entrainment constant a (corvic vinyl, d = 116 pm, p = 1487 kg/m3
pb= 512 kg/m 3 )

m p (kg/s)

r0 ( m m )

a

0.0022

3.5

0.0327

0.0134

6.6

0.0321

0.0287

9.1

0.0330

Average air entrainment constant a for corvic vinyl is:
« c o r v,c_v,«y = 0- 0 3 2 6 -
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It can be seen that, the air entrainment constant a varied with these different materials,

where differences in particle diameter dp, bulk density pb and particle density p ar
likely as be the major causes of variation in a .

The theoretical model developed in Chapter 3 is further compared with experimental

data in figures 7.7 to 7.9. The theoretical model of air entrainment was also compa

with the experimental data of Glutz (1995) in figure 7.10. Note that except for Glu

(1995), all the experimental data used to demonstrate the theoretical modelling in t
project were from the author's own test work.
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Figure 7.7 Volume of air entrainment against particle drop height, alumina (a
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Figure 7.10 Volume of air entrainment against particle drop height, m = 0.012
kg/s, r0= 5 mm, a= 0.0196, alumina (experimental data from Glutz in 1995)

As presented in figures 7.7 to 7.10, the good comparison between theoretical predictio
and experimental data leads to the conclusion that the performance prediction model
developed in Chapter 3 may be used to predict the volumetric air entrainment in free
falling particles.

Further prediction of the theoretical model for various mass flow rates are depicted in
figures 7.11 to 7.12 for different bulk materials. It is clear that the volume of air
entrainment increases with the drop height of the particle plume. Figure 7.12 shows a
comparison of the three different bulk materials under the conditions of holding the

same outlet size of hopper. The result indicates that the quantity of air entrainment o
corvic vinyl material is greater than sand and alumina materials under the same
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operation conditions. The main reason is that the properties of the bulk material and the

entrainment constant a may strongly influence the volume of air entrainment in fr
falling particles.

Prediction at m =0.0197 kg/s, r =5 m m
- - Prediction at m =0.0561 kg/s, r=9.5 m m
3 Experimental data, m =0.0197 kg/s
-t- Experimental data, m =0.0561 kg/s
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Figure 7.11 Comparison volume of air entrainment Qa against stream drop height
z at different mass flow rate m , alumina (a = 0.0196, dp = 96 p m )
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a = 0.0326, vinyl
a = 0.0209, sand
a = 0.0196, alumina
© Experimental data, m =0.0287 kg/s, vinyl
X Experimental data, m =0.1389 kg/s, sand
<> Experimental data, m =0.0666 kg/s, alumina

z, (m)
Figure 7.12 Comparison volume of air entrainment Qa against stream drop height
z for different bulk solids, r0 = 9 m m

The investigations of the quantity of entrained flow between previous studies of the

falling particle stream, miscible plume approach, and previous relevant research

such as Boussinesq miscible plume, non-Boussinesq miscible plume, bubble plume a

droplet streams, are presented in figures 7.13 to 7.15. These comparisons are ba

the same magnitude of the buoyancy flux of the entrained air flow in the particl
that is the nominal buoyancy flux B= 1.28xl0"3 m4/s3 of entrained air in particle
plume, m = 0.1318 kg/s, r0 =14 mm, d =96pm, pp = 2465 kg/m3, pb= 1010 kg/m3,
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The equations to calculate the predicted curves for

Boussinesq miscible plume, non-Boussinesq miscible plume, bubble plume and dropletdriven sprays were presented in Chapter 2.

For the same buoyancy flux, the models developed by Hemeon (1963) and Cooper and

Arnold (1998) are presented in figure 7.13 to compare with the model of the particle
plume. Hemeon (1963) gave higher estimation of the volume of entrained air in the

process of free falling particles. The predicted result from Cooper and Arnold(1998
slightly lower than the developed particle model showed in figure 7.13.

16

Hemeon's prediction
Cooper and Arnold's prediction
Predicted particle plume

141210-
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Figure 7.13 Comparison of volumetric flow Q against height z for previous
particle stream studies (th = 0.1318 kg/s, dp= 96 pm, pp= 2465 kh/m , pb= 1010
kg/m3, a = 0.0196, alumina)
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The Boussinesq miscible plume and non-Boussinesq miscible plume are compared with

predicted particle plume in figure 7.14. The plume model developed by Morton et. al.
(1956) is adopted to describe the Boussinesq miscible plume here. The entrainment
coefficient is 0.1 for the modelling of the Boussinesq miscible plume. The nonBoussinesq miscible plume result was given by Rooney and Linden (1996). It is
evident to show that, the volume of the Boussinesq miscible plume and the nonBoussinesq miscible plume increase with the extension of the plume moving distance

faster than the particle plume. The entrainment capability of the particle plume is
than both kinds of miscible plumes based on the same of magnitude of the buoyancy
flux of particle plume.

20.0
17.5-1

Boussinesq miscible plume
Non-Boussinesq miscible plume
Predicted particle plume

15.0
12.5

z, (m)

Figure 7.14 Comparison of volumetric flow Q against height z for various plumes
(tn = 0.1318 kg/s, d = 96 pm, p = 2465 kh/m3, pb= 1010 kg/m3, a= 0.0196,
alumina)
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This compared volume of entrained flow from the ambient environment indicates that,
due to the fact that the entrainment constant a of the particle plume (a= 0.0196 for
alumina) is less than the Boussinesq miscible plume (a= 0.1) and the non-Boussinesq
miscible plume (a= 0.13), the volume of entrainment flow in Boussinesq plume and
non-Boussinesq plume is greater than particle plume. The volume of entrained flow in
the Boussinesq miscible plume is slightly larger than in the non-Boussinesq miscible
plume.

Finally, the comparison volumetric flows between relevant entrainment flow research o
the bubble plume and the droplet-driven sprays and the particle plume is carried out
figure 7.15. The predicted model of bubble plume was given by McDougall (1978), and

the theoretical model of the droplet-driven sprays was provided by Ghosh et. al (1990
(refer Chapter 2).

Based on the same magnitude of the buoyancy flux of the particle plume (mp= 0.131S

kg/s, a= 0.0196, alumina), the droplet-driven sprays model is accepted to simulate the
entrained air flow in the process of droplet-driven sprays in figure 7.15. The spray

droplet radius is 100pm, the entrainment coefficient is 0.06, the average volume frac

of the droplets is 0.7, the spray angle is given as 0.08, and the radius of the nozzl

mm.

The predicted volume flux of the bubble plume of figure 7.15 used the same buoyancy

flux as that for the particle plume. The water depth for the simulation was assumed t

be 1 m, atmospheric pressure head is 10.2 m, the entrainment coefficient a = 0.033, t
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spreading ratio A = 0.3, the slip velocity of air bubbles v,= 0.3 m/s, and since for a
uniform environment the buoyancy frequency NB= 0, then the stratification parameter
CB is also zero.

8
7

Particle plume
Droplets spray
Bubble plume

z, (m)

Figure 7.15 Comparison of volumetric flow Q against height z with dropletdriven sprays and bubble plume (mp= 0.1318 kg/s, dp = 96 pm, p = 2465 kg/m3,
pb = 1010 kg/m 3 , a = 0.0196, alumina)

It can be seen from figure 7.15 that, the droplet-driven sprays model indicates a greater
entrainment of ambient fluid than for the bubble plume and the particle plume. The
entrainment capability of the particle plume is less than that of the bubble plume.
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7.5 Particle velocity

In the presentation of the experimental results, it was interesting to see that, the

predicted particle velocity was larger than the experimental image data in figures 7.16
7.21. The prediction of the velocity in vacuum agreed with both the theoretical model
and the experimental image data near the outlet of the hopper, and deviated with them
quickly with increasing particle drop height.

Variation of the particle mass flow rates influenced the velocity of the particle stre

as shown by figures 7.16 to 7.21. For example, for a given drop height, it can be seen
that an increase in the mass flow rate increases the velocity of the particle stream.

particle velocity would decrease toward to the terminal velocity vt as the particle dro
height is extended.

In Chapter 3, one assumption involved in the theoretical model was that the core of th
particle stream radius was constant, and the core of the particle stream was locally

homogeneous. Actually, the particle stream broke up to become distinct particle clouds

in figures 6.17 to 6.19 and 6.21 to 6.23. The size of the particle clouds dilated with

increasing drop height and formed a flow structure like a miscible plume finally in Zo

3 (figures 6.18 (a), 6.19 (b), 6.22 (a), and 6.23). However, in Zone 1, the radius of th
particle steam was observed to be almost constant (figure 6.16). The experimental
image data agreed with the predicted model in Zone 1 space in figures 7.16 to 7.21.

It can be seen that, the formula of velocity in vacuum agrees well with the predicted

model in the initial region of the particle stream. The predicted model of the particl
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velocity increases rapidly near the outlet of the hopper (Zone 1) but deviates from the
experimental data with increasing drop height in figures 7.16 to 7.21. This is because
that the theoretical model developed in Chapter 3 was assumed that the core of particle
stream was continuous and locally homogeneous. The presence of the distinct particle
clouds means there will be very strong gradients in void fraction in reality which will
changed greatly. The assumptions used for the developed theoretical model in Chapter
3 are not suitable for the Zone 2 and Zone 3.

As mentioned in the introductory section of this chapter, there were some uncontrolled
circumstances that affected the accuracy of the experimental data during the tests. In
the processing of particle velocity tests data, the high speed digital camera was often
raised or lowered by manual means. Due to limitations on the operation conditions in
the laboratory, it was hard to maintain a fixed distance between the lens of the camera

and the centreline of the falling particles at different drop heights and mass flow rate

Also, it was difficult to determine the focus of the lens located exactly at the centrel

of the particle stream due to the restricted resolution of the monitor. This could expla

some of the scatter of the experimental image data presented in figures 6.24 to 6.26 and
7.16 to 7.21.
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Predicted particle velocity
— Velocity invacuum
- - Terminal velocity
o Experimental image data
4.8-

4.4-

x
4.0-

3.6-

Figure 7.16 Variation of particle velocity with particle drop height m = 0.27 g/s,
r0= 1 m m , a = 0.0196, alumina (see figures 6.16a, 6.17a, 6.18a and 6.19a)
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Predicted particle velocity
Velocity in vacuum
Terminal velocity
Experimental image data
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Figure 7.17 Variation of particle velocity with particle drop height mp= 1.1 g/s, r0
1.75 m m , a = 0.0196, alumina (see figures 6.16b, 6.17b, 6.18b and 6.19b)
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Predicted particle velocity
Velocity in vacuum
Terminal velocity
Experimental image data

4.8-

4.4-

4.0-

Figure 7.18 Variation of particle velocity with particle drop height mp- 3.82 g/s,
r0= 2.5 m m , a = 0.0196, alumina (see figures 6.16c, 6.17c, 6.18c and 6.19c)
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Predicted particle velocity
Velocity in vacuum
Terminal velocity
Experimental image data
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Figure 7.19 Variation of particle velocity with particle drop height m = 0.14 g/s,
r0= 1 m m , a = 0.0326, corvic vinyl (see figures 6.20a, 6.21a, 6.22a and 6.23a)
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Predicted particle velocity
— Velocity in vacuum
- - Terminal velocity
o Experimental image data
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Figure 7.20 Variation of particle velocity with particle drop height mp = 0.59 g/s,
r0= 1.75 m m , a = 0.0326, corvic vinyl (see figures 6.20b, 6.21b, 6.22b and 6.23b)
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Predicted particle velocity
— Velocity in vacuum
- - Terminal velocity
o Experimental image data
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Figure 7.21 Variation of particle velocity with particle drop height th = 1.96 g/s,
r0= 2.5 m m , a = 0.0326, corvic vinyl (see figures 6.20c, 6.21c, 6.22c and 6.23c)
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The comparisons of the predicted model at different mass flow rates are presented in

figure 7.22 to 7.23. It can be seen that the predicted particle velocity under parti

free falling conditions increases with increasing the mass flow rate of the bulk mate
The particle velocity in the immediate vicinity of the outlet of the hopper is not
influenced significantly by variation in mass flow rate.

Prediction at m =3.82 g/s
p

Prediction a t m =1.10 g/s
Prediciton at m =0.27 k/s
_

3.2-

p

Terminal velocity

2.82.42.0</>

a

1.2-

z, (m)

Figure 7.22 Comparison particle velocity vp against stream drop height z at
different mass flow rates, mp, alumina (dp = 96 p m , a = 0.0196)
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Prediction at m =1.96 g/s
p

Prediciton at m =0.59 g/s
Prediction at m =0.14 g/s
Terminal velocity
2.5

2.0-

c/>

E

z, (m)

Figure 7.23 Comparison particle velocity vp against stream drop height z at
different mass flow rates, th , corvic vinyl (d = 116 pm, a = 0.0326)

As mentioned in Chapter 2, the drag force acting on the surface of the particle cloud

may be greater than within the particle cloud. The result of this force action may
reduce the size of the particle cloud in the continual free falling of particles.
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7.6 Stream coefficient

The stream coefficient Cs was used in the theoretical model to modify the drag forces
of the particles in free falling multi-particle system as a function of the local void

fraction in the core of the stream. The stream coefficient Cs is affected by the particl
initial velocity v0 at the outlets of the hoppers in figures 7.24. The example of
predicted particle core density pb

core

from equation (3.64) is shown in figure 7.25.

It is clear to see that, the stream coefficient Cs decreases with increasing the particl

drop height in figures 7.24, and tends to drop to the value of 1. In the idea situations
the fully developed particle plume in free falling particles, the stream coefficient Cs
should be equal to 1.

The examples of results from the numerical solutions of the governing equations (in

Chapter 3) are shown in figures 7.26 to illustrate the stream coefficient Cs at differen
entrainment constant a in falling particle plumes. The bulk material was assumed to
have following the properties, particle diameter dp <= 0.0001 m, particle density pp =
1500 kg/m3, and bulk density of the material pb = 500 kg/m3. The simulation results in

figure 7.28 are based on the mass flow rate of the material mp= 0.02 kg/s and the radius

of the outlet of the hopper r0 = 0.01 m. It is clear to see that, the stream coefficient
slightly increases with increasing the entrainment constant a.
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Figure 7.24 Example of variation of stream coefficient Cs against stream drop
height z at different mass flow rates, mp, alumina (dp = 96 pm, a = 0.0196)
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Figure 7.25 Example of predicted particle core density pb
height z, alumina (dp = 96 pm, a = 0.0196)
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entrainment constant a=0.5
entrainment constant a=0.1
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Figure 7.26 Example of variation of stream coefficient Cs against stream drop

height z at different entrainment constant a (mp= 0.02 kg/s, dp= 100pm, pp =
1500 kg/s and pb = 500 kg/s)
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS
FOR FURTHER WORK
8.1 Conclusions
This study was performed so as to gain insights into the physical processes and to
develop a theoretical model of air entrainment in bulk material handling operations,

specifically for free falling particles. A new theoretical model for predicting the volum
of air entrainment in free falling particles was established. To ensure this model

adequately predicts the quantity of air entrainment, considerable work was carried out to

investigate the factors that influence the characteristics of the air entrainment and fre
falling particles. A series of experiments were performed to validate the measurement
methodology and to verify the theoretical model developed in this thesis.

Numerous experiments, under various operating conditions with varying bulk material

properties, were undertaken to investigate the effect of material properties and material

process parameters on the characteristics of entrained air, within the particle plume, an
particle velocity of falling particles. Experimental data were compared with the results
obtained from the calculations of the theoretical model. The theoretical model,
developed in this work used a new dimensionless parameter a stream coefficient Cs,
and the entrainment constant a of different bulk materials. The experimental data of
air entrainment in free falling particles was captured from the numerous experiments
with varied material properties and operations.
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A technique for accurately calibrating the measurement air volume flow rate, which was
used to measure the volume of air entrainment and investigate the velocity profile of
entrained air flow, was developed. The air jet experiment method was employed to
obtain benchmark air entrainment data to compare with that of Ricou and Spalding

(1961). The experimental data in this study and the results of previous research, in fr
jet study, were found to agree adequately. Thus, the methodology used to measure the
volume of air flow during testing was deemed acceptable. The theoretical analysis,
experimental investigations, findings and numerical calculations of this research led
the following principal conclusions.

a) The experiments showed that the core of free falling particles contracted
immediately after exit the outlet of the hopper, and thereafter maintained an
approximately constant radius for a considerable height. The dilation of the bulk
material was not homogeneous, and the core of the particle stream appeared to
break up into different sizes and shapes of individual clouds. At greater drop
heights these clouds eventually dispersed to give a relatively homogeneous
plume flow. The dilation behaviour was strongly dependent on the bulk material
mass flow rate. The experimental data indicated that with increasing particle
drop height the particle velocity increases to a maximum then tends to decrease.

b) Air entrainment in a particle plume can be predicted by using the theoretical
model developed in Chapter 3 equations (3.41), (3.57), (3.61). These equations
may then be solved simultaneously by the finite difference method to provide
information on air entrainment and particle velocity in the core.
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c) The entrained air velocity within the particle plume at a given elevation as a
function of distance from the stream centreline approximated a Gaussian profile.
However, this profile excluded the velocity of the particle core, since it was
impossible to measure the particle velocity inside the core using current
techniques.

d) The radius of the particle plume (mixture of particles and entrained air) and the
entrained air velocity increased with both increasing drop height and increasing
bulk solid mass flow rate. The spreading angle of the particle stream was found
to be approximately 1.3° for alumina, 1.5° for sand and 1.8° for corvic vinyl,
which were considerably less than that of miscible plumes 5.7°, bubble plumes
6.3° and of jets 8.6°.

e) The distance of the virtual origin, of the particle stream, above the source of the
falling stream of material was found to be significant, compared to the drop
heights used in the present experiments.

f) The comparison between the particle plume and previous research works
showed that, the velocity of entrained air in the particle plume was faster than
for miscible plumes, and the radius of the particle plume was less than the
miscible plumes while the magnitude of the buoyancy flux of the plume was the
same.
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g) The volume of air entrainment in the free falling particles may be predicted by
given material properties, process parameters and the air entrainment constant a
of the bulk material.

h) The entrainment constant was assumed not to vary with z during the process of
free falling particles. The air entrainment constant a was found to vary with the
variation of bulk material properties. The experimental values resulting from
this thesis study are given aalumim =0.0196, asand =0.021 and
& corvic _vinyl =0.0326.

i) Both theoretical and experimental results indicated that the volume of air
entrainment in free falling particles increased with the extension of material drop
height, at constant mass flow rate. The quantity of air entrainment increased
with increasing mass flow rates of the falling material when the particles drop
height was constant.

j) Comparisons of the quantities of entrained fluid between falling particle streams,
miscible plumes, Boussinesq miscible plumes, non-Boussinesq miscible plumes,
bubble plumes and droplet-driven sprays, were carried out in Chapter 7. For the
same magnitude of the buoyancy flux the results indicated that, entrainment into
a particle plume is significantly less than for any of the other major types of
plume.
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8.2 Suggestions for further work

The work presented in this thesis represents a step towards greater understanding of air
entrainment by free falling particles. Within the time constraints imposed, only three
bulk materials have been investigated in the study. Experimental data has been obtained
for these materials, including velocity profiles, particle velocities and volume of air
entrainment under various operating conditions. Further work in this research field is
needed and further investigations are suggested, including the following.

a) Investigation of interparticle interactions characteristics in free falling particle
streams can help to understand the inside mechanics of particle "cloud" in a
falling particle plume.

b) More experimental work should be carried out on different materials to increase
the experimental data available to validate and/or improve the theoretical model
for predicting the air entrainment by free falling particles.

c) Improved technical measurement techniques are needed to further investigate
the velocity profiles of entrained flow in free falling particles.

d) All falling particles in this thesis were assumed in the free falling conditions
arising from a single release situation. More research needs to be carried out for
bulk material released from more complex situations (eg. with a horizontal
velocity) such as from a belt conveyor discharge process.
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e) To understand the effects of the surrounding fluid on the free falling particle
system, research should be carried out to investigate free falling bulk materials
in liquid ambient, such as water or brine.

f) The approach used in this thesis for free falling particles may be extended to
dust generation process in further research.
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APPENDIX A
Experimental data

A.l Velocity profile

•

Gaussian best fit to data
Experimental data
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Figure A.l Velocity profile of entrained air, mass flow rate mp= 0.0794 kg/s, z
920 mm, r0 = 9.1 mm, alumina, (vG = 1.927 m/s, bG =20.6 mm)
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Gaussian best fit to data
Experimental data
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Figure A.2 Velocity profile of entrained air, mass flow rate thp = 0.0535 kg/s, z
920 mm, r0 = 9.5 mm, alumina, (vG =2.101 m/s, bG = 19.9 mm)

Gaussian best fit to data
Experimental data
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Figure A.3 Velocity profile of entrained air, mass flow rate mp= 0.062 kg/s, z = 920
mm, r0 = 9.1 mm, alumina, (vG =2.149 m/s, bG =20.7 mm)
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Gaussian best fit to data
Experimental data
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Figure A.4 Velocity profile of entrained air, mass flow rate m = 0.0595 kg/s, z
920 mm, r0 = 9.1 mm, alumina, (vG =2.258 m/s, bG =20.5 mm)
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Gaussian best fit to data
Experimental data
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Figure A.5 Velocity profile of entrained air, mass flow rate thp= 0.0583 kg/s, z
920 mm, r0 = 9.1 mm, alumina, (vG =2.122 m/s, bG =20.6 mm)
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Guassian best fit to data
Experimental data
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Figure A.6 Velocity profile of entrained air, mass flow rate mp= 0.0572 kg/s, z
920 mm, r0 = 9.1 mm, alumina, (vG =2.056 m/s, bG =21.7 mm)
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•

Guassian best fit to data
Experimental data

(/)

100

Figure A.7 Velocity profile of entrained air, mass flow rate thp= 0.0217 kg/s, z
920 mm, r0 = 5.5 mm, alumina, (vG = 1.087 m/s, bG =22.9 mm)
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Gaussian best fit to data
Experimental data
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Figure A.8 Velocity profile of entrained air, mass flow rate thp= 0.0794 kg/s, z
720 mm, r0 = 9.1 mm, alumina, (vG = 1.814 m/s, bG = 18.2 mm)

1.6-,
•

Gaussian best fit to data
Experimental data
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Figure A.9 Velocity profile of entrained air, mass flow rate mp= 0.0757 kg/s, z
300 m m , r0 = 9.1 m m , alumina, (vG = 1.527 m/s, bG = 10.9 m m )
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Gaussian best fit to data
Experimental data
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Figure A.10 Velocity profile of entrained air, mass flow rate mp= 0.0671 kg/s, z
210 mm, r0 = 9.1 mm, alumina, (vG = 1.368 m/s, bG = 10.1 mm)

Gaussian best fit to data
Experimental data
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Figure A.ll Velocity profile of entrained air, mass flow rate thp= 0.0667 kg/s, z
600 m m ,M r
= 6.6 m m , sand, (v G =0.759 m/s, bG =24.5 m m )
'0n
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Gaussian best fit to data
Experimental data
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Figure A.12 Velocity profile of entrained air, mass flow rate mp = 0.0667 kg/s, z
720 mm, r0 = 6.6 mm, sand, (vG =0.782 m/s, bG =26.6 mm)
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Gaussian best fit to data
Experimental data
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Figure A.13 Velocity profile of entrained air, mass flow rate mp= 0.0667 kg/s, z
920 m m , rQ = 6.6 m m , sand, (v G = 1.304 m/s, bG =30.5 m m )
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0.5 -i
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Gaussian best fit to data
Experimental data
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Figure A.14 Velocity profile of entrained air, mass flow rate thp= 0.1389 kg/s, z
400 mm, r0 = 9.1 mm, sand, (vG =0.454 m/s, bG = 19.6 mm)
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Gaussian best to data
Experimental data
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80

r. (mm)
Figure A.15 Velocity profile of entrained air, mass flow rate mp- 0.1389 kg/s, z
500 mm, r0 = 9.1 mm, sand, (vG =0.63 m/s, bG =24.2 mm)
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Gaussian best to data
Experimental data

rg, (mm)

Figure A.16 Velocity profile of entrained air, mass flow rate mp= 0.1389 kg/s,
720 mm, r0 = 9.1 mm, sand, (vG = 1.042 m/s, bG =28.8 mm)

—
•

Gaussian best to data
Experimental data

r, (mm)

Figure A.17 Velocity profile of entrained air, mass flow rate thp- 0.1389 kg/s, z
920 mm, r0 = 9.1 mm, sand, (vG = 1.592 m/s, bG =30.4 mm)
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Gaussian best to data
Experimental data
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Figure A.18 Velocity profile of entrained air, mass flow rate mp= 0.0022 kg/s, z
500 mm, r0 = 3.5 mm, corvic vinyl, (vG =0.835 m/s, bG =23 mm)

—
•

Gaussian best to data
Experimental data

r, (mm)
Figure A.19 Velocity profile of entrained air, mass flow rate thp= 0.0022 kg/s, z
720 mm, r0 = 3.5 mm, corvic vinyl, (vG = 1.086 m/s, bG =27 A mm)
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• Gaussian best fit to data
• Experimental

70

80

r, (mm)
Figure A.20 Velocity profile of entrained air, mass flow rate m = 0.0134 kg/s, z
400 mm, r0 = 6.6 mm, corvic vinyl, (vG = 1.277 m/s, bG = 16.9 mm)

1.4-,

Gaussian best fit to data
Experimental data
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Figure A.21 Velocity profile of entrained air, mass flow rate rhp= 0.0134 kg/s, z
500 m m , r0 = 6.6 m m , corvic vinyl, (v G = 1.294 m/s, bG = 19 A m m )
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Gaussian best fit to data
Experimental data
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Figure A.22 Velocity profile of entrained air, mass flow rate mp=

0.0134 kg/s,

z

600 mm, r0 = 6.6 mm, corvic vinyl, (vG = 1.303 m/s, bG =22.6 mm)

Gaussian best fit to data
Experimental data
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Figure A.23 Velocity profile of entrained air, mass flow rate thp= 0.0144 kg/s,
720 m m , r, = 6.6 m m , corvic vinyl, (v G = 1.341 m/s, bG -25.3 m m )
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Gaussian best to data
Experimental data
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Figure A.24 Velocity profile of entrained air, mass flow rate mp= 0.0123 kg/s, z
920 mm, r0 = 6.6 mm, corvic vinyl, (vG = 1.426 m/s, bG =28.6 mm)

•

Gaussian best to data
Experimental data

r, (mm)
Figure A.25 Velocity profile of entrained air, mass flow rate mp= 0.0287 kg/s, z
300 m m , r0 = 9.1 m m , corvic vinyl, (vG = 1.033 m/s, bG = 19 m m )
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Gaussian best to data
Experimental data
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Figure A.26 Velocity profile of entrained air, mass flow rate thp - 0.0287 kg/s, z
400 mm, r0 = 9.1 mm, corvic vinyl, (vG = 1.459 m/s, bG = 19.6 mm)

Gaussian best to data
Experimental data
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Figure A.27 Velocity profile of entrained air, mass flow rate mp- 0.0287 kg/s, z
500 mm, r0 =9.1 mm, corvic vinyl, (vG =1.553 m/s, bG =21.2 mm)
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Gaussian best to data
Experimental data
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Figure A.28 Velocity profile of entrained air, mass flow rate m = 0.0287 kg/s, z
500 mm, r0 = 9.1 mm, corvic vinyl, (vG = 1.56 m/s, bG =24.8 mm)

©

Gaussian best fit to data
Experimental data from Glutz
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Figure A.29 Velocity profile of entrained air, mass flow rate thp= 0.013 kg/s, z
425 m m , r0 = 5 m m , alumina, (vG = 1.46 m/s, bG = 10 m m ) , (Glutz's expt. data)
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A.2 Spreading angle
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Figure A.30 Entrained air stream radius b against z, average mp= 0.0435 kg/s,
average r0 =7.1 m m , alumina
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Linear best fit to data
Data from Gaussian best fit
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Figure A.31 Entrained air stream radius b against z, average thp= 0.0606 kg/s,
average r0 = 9.2 mm, alumina
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Figure A.32 Entrained air stream radius b against z, average m=
average r0 = 11.4 m m , alumina

0.0995 kg/s,
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Linear best fit to data
Data from Gaussian best fit

z, (m)
Figure A.33 Entrained air stream radius b against z, average m =0.0108 kg/s,
average r0 = 3.5 mm, sand
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Figure A.34 Entrained air stream radius b against z, average mp= 0.1389 kg/s,
average r0 =9.1 mm, sand
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Data from Gaussian best fit
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Figure A.35 Entrained air stream radius b against z, average mp=
average r0 = 6.6 m m , corvic vinyl

0.0134 kg/s,
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A.3 Stream coefficient and particle density of the stream core
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Figure A.36 Example of variation of stream coefficient Cs against stream drop
height z at different mass flow rates mp, sand (dp = 367 p m , a = 0.021)
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Figure A.37 Example of variation of stream coefficient Cs against stream drop

height z at different mass flow rates mp, corvic vinyl (dp = 116 pm, a = 0.0326)

m =0.1389 kg/s
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Figure A.38 Example of predicted particle core density pb
height z, sand (d = 367 pm, a = 0.021)
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m p =0.0287 kg/s
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Volumetric air entrainment
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Experimental data, m =0.0173 kg/s
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Figure A.40 V o l u m e of air entrainment against particle drop height z, alumina
(d = 96 pm, a = 0.0196, mp = 0.0173 kg/s)
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Figure A.41 Volume of air entrainment against particle drop height z, alumina
(dp = 96 pm, a = 0.0196, mp = 0.0569 kg/s)
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APPENDIX B
Experimental apparatus

1.1 Apparatus

connect with
loading cell
turnbuckle

steel wire

steel strip
bin holder

bin holder

Figure B.l Schematic of bin hanger
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APPENDIX C
Measurement of bulk solids mass flow rate and
volumetric air entrainment

Cl Calibration procedure of the recorder system
The procedure for calibration the recorder system to measure the mass flow rate of the
free falling particles is as follows:
1. Fill the bulk material into the double-hopper arrangement up to the storage bin.
2. Establish a suitable scale of the chart recorder according to the weighted mass of
the material to give measurement pen deflection consistent with the scale
divisions.
3. Set the pen point of the chart recorder to the zero point on the recording paper.
4. Adjust the loading cell conditioning unit to confirm the pen point of the chart
recorder at the zero point.
5. Load the 5kg (typical) material powder and put into the storage bin from the
filling funnel.
6. Check and adjust the pen point of the chart recorder to match the scale of 5 kg
(typical) in the recorded paper.
7. Put a clean empty bucket under the discharging hopper to prepare for receiving
the mass solids from the hopper.
8. Switch on the chart recorder to start the recording.
9. O p e n the gate of the discharging hopper.
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10. Close the gate of the discharging hopper w h e n the pen point of the chart recorder
moves to the zero point.
11. Reload the powder in the receiving bucket to compare with the record on the
recorded paper.

A typical calibration result of alumina powder for the recorder system is shown in
Cl.

Actual load (kg)
Figure C l Comparison of recorded load with actual load

C.2 Procedure of mass flow rate measurement

T o prevent the mass flow rate of the material from being affected by different loading

conditions, such as different filling speeds and different pouring angles of the bu
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material at the top of the filling funnel, the measurement of the mass flow rate follows
the below steps:
1. Empty the previous testing material from the discharging hopper.
2. Fill the bulk material into the double-hopper arrangement up to the middle level
of the storage bin via the filling funnel.
3. Open the gate to predischarge the material in the discharging hopper until the
head of the material in the storage bin is near the outlet of the storage bin.
4. Refill the loaded material.
5. Calibrat the chart recorder to adjust the scale to give the measurement pen
deflection consistent with the scale divisions.
6. Set the datum line and switch on the chart recorder.
7. Open the outlet of the discharging hopper to start discharging bulk material.
8. Stop the chart recorder when the head of the material within the storage bin
drops to the premarked level that is near the outlet of the storage bin.
After getting the recorder paper from the chart recorder, a plotted mass flow chart is
utilized to read the data.

C.3 Measurement of volumetric air entrainment

Brief descriptions of each experimental procedure used to carry out all measurements at

different drop heights, different materials and different outlets of discharging hoppe
are outlined below:
1. Clean the filter of the extracted air system and seal well.
2. Empty the collected bin and reinstall it under the glass tank and seal with the
speedlock ring.
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3. Seal the aperture plates in right position on the shelf with masking tape, and
make sure the centreline of the aperture opening to match the centreline of he
discharging hopper.
4. Pour loaded material into the storage bin and calibrate the measurement
instrumentations to prepare for a testing.

5. Insert and fix the Air Current Tube into the cylinder of the smoke puffer that i
used to allow visual monitoring the air flow direction.

6. Turn on the control valve and gate valve to allow the extracted air to enter the
rig system.

7. Adjust the pressure regulator to a suitable position to confirm the float of the
measurement within the Precision Bore Flowrator Tube to be able to keep at a
constant level.
8. Switch on the chart recorder.
9. Open the gate of the discharging hopper.
10. Turn the control valve of the exhaust air system slowly and smoothly until the
smoke direction of the smoke puffer is maintained equivalently.
11. Record the readings every 5 seconds up to 9 times, or as many reading as
possible.

12. Close the gate of the discharging hopper when the head of the material drops to
the marked level in the storage bin that is near the outlet of the storage bin.
13. Turn off gate and control valves of the extracted system.
14. Take the plotted paper from the chart recorder.
15. Discharge remaining material until the test bin is empty.
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C.4 Others

When the test is finished for the group of the aperture openings, the experimental rig

needs to be adjusted for a new experiment. Once the collection bin is full, it is remov

emptied and reinstalled. The back steel plate, painted matt black, is taken off the gl

tank when it is necessary to completely clean the glass tank to prepare a new material
test.
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